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ABSlRACT
Increased fish mercury concentrations are often observed following impoundment
of a reservoir. Following impoundment, there is a flux of organic matter and nutrients
from the flooded soil, providing food to bacterial communities which methylate inorganic
mercury. Basedon the hypothesis that mercury enters a reservoir via the flooded soil ,
I investigated whether the change in fish mercury concentrations could be predicted from
the change in reservoir size. Mercury monitoring data for three fish species, northern
pike (&ox (ucius), walleye (Slizostedion vitreum), and lake whitefish (Coregonus
clupeqfonnis) from reservoirs in northern Manitoba and northern Quebec were used to
derive parameter estimates for four models. Models were evaluated on their ability to
predict cases not used in (he model development. Models were applied for predictive
purposes to assess the impact of creating a reservoir and to assess the impact of altering
the size of an existing reservoir. Skill (closeness of predicted and observed values) and
explained variance were also used to assess the models. The preferred models consisted
of a single enrichment term (a measure of change in flooded area) that successfully
predicted the mercury ratio. This study also demonstrated that parameter estimates for
one species could be applied successfully 10 predict the mercury ratio for species with
comparable food habits.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
'Mercury and mercurycompounds havereceived a great dealof attentionover
the last two decadesbecauseof environmental and health concerns. Methylmercury
poisoning can be lethalto humansand wildlife. Historically,mercurycontamination
has beenassociated with sources of industrialor agriculturalpollution. More recently
it has been linked to natural phenomena. Becauseof these health concerns,mercury
concentrations need to be monitored as wellas modeled. Beforequantitativemodels
arc developed,the system being modeled mustbe understood as completelyas
possible, includingthe natureof andrelation betweenbiological, chemical,and
geological components.
The models developedlater in this thesisare basedon a biological
understanding of processesaffectingfish mercuryconcentrations following reservoir
impoundment. Before the models weredeveloped, a reviewof the literaturewas
undertaken. This includedgeneralbackground informationabout mercurychemistry
(Section2.0) and the effects of reservoi r impoundment (Section 3.0). A detailed
development of two modelsis presentedin Section4.0. The locationof reservoirs
used in this study, the data used in the analyses,the validationprocedureand the
application of the modelsare presentedin Section5.0. Data availablefor this study
are presented in Section6.0. Results from this study are presented in Section 7.0 and
discussedin Section8.0.
2.0 BACKGROUND
2 I MerellrvChemistry
Mercury is ubiquitous, mostlyin traceamounts(Huckabee et aI., 1978).
Mercuryis a grouplIB heavy metal with oxidation states 2 and 1, nn atomicnumber
80, and atomicweight 200,59. It is highly volatile, a liquid at room temperature, and
certaincompounds can be toxic. In water, mercurial ions are generally associated
with chloride ions (CI- ) or hydroxide ions (OH-) . The mercuric ion (Hg1+) is a
typical class -b" acceptor (Ahrland, 1966;Pearson, 1968a, 1968b) andreadily forms
covalent compounds,preferringsulfur (5) andselenium(Se) donor atoms
(Ramamoorthy and Blumhagen, 1984). In natureit occurs predominately in its
sulfide form, cinnabar (HgS), whichcan be mined and roasted to yield metallic
mercury(Bligh, 1970\ It is introduced to theenvironment through fumaroles, hot
springs, magmatic sources(Siegel andSiegel, 1975), and as a result of evaporation
from the earth's crust. It is then distributed by aerial circulationand precipitation
(Stoch and Cucucl, 1934).
The same properties that makemercury a uniqueelement also make it very
economically ....aluable. Mercury hasbeen usedsince the time of the Roman Empire,
and its compoundsare found in cosmetics, medici nal treatments, dentalamalgams,
paints, electricalequipment, thermometers, and batteries (Fitzgerald andClarkson,
1991). At one time, mercury wasusedextensivelyin the recovery of gold and silver
from are. This usehas been decliningfor years (Bligh, 1970),with the notable
exception of the Amazon regionof Brazil. FollowingWorld WaI II the industrial use
of mercuryincreased, primarily becauseof chlor-alkali plants and electricalindustries
(Bligh, 1970). The pulp and paper industryused organic mercurialssuchas
phenylmercuric acetate as slimicides to prevent foulingof millequipment(Bligh,
1970; Nuortevaet al., 1979;Lodenius,1991). Ethylmercuryphosphatehas been
used for the treatment of bacterial infectionsin hatchery fish and has led to increwed
body burdensof mercury in these fish (RuckerandAmend, 1969). The major fluxes
of mercuryinto the atmosphere can be linkedto oil and coal combustion,incineration
of solid wastes, andsmeltingprocessesassociated with the productionof copperand
zinc (Nriaguand Pacyna, 1988).
22 Toxicology
Despite the widespreaduseof mercuryand mercury compounds, the severity
of mercurypoisoning was not realized until the late 1950's at MinimalaBay, Japan
where II I documented casualtiesoccurredfrom the consumption of fishand shellfish
contaminatedby mercury (Lofroth,1969). The toxic agents were foundto be
methylmercurycompounds originating from chemicalplants using mercury-based
catalysts;eithermercuricoxide in preparation of acetaldehydeor mercuric chloride in
preparation of vinyl chloride (Bligh, 1970). Foliowing the Minimatadisaster, and
due to concernsfor humanwelfare, mercury became a closelymonitored substance.
Canada,alongwith manycountriesaround the world, has imposedrestrictions
regulating mercuryconsumptionby humans (Royal Society of Canada, 1971).
The concernaboutelevatedfishmercury levels is due to the propensity of fish
to accumulate mercury, thus producinga potential hazard to humansif consumed
(Nriagu, 1979). At present, themost effective indicatorof both thedegree of
mercury pollution and the potential haza rds to humans and wildlife is the mercury
contentof fish. Crayfishare alsogoodindicatorsof mercurycontaminationin
variouswaterbodies(Vermeer, 1972). Elevatedlevels of inorganicmercuryand
methylmercuryin humans have been linkedto fishconsumption (Berglund et al.•
1971;Suzukiel ot., 1971; Yamaguchi et 01. , 1971). Simpsonet al. (1974) showed
that fish is man's primary exposurepathwayto mercury;the consumptionof fish and
fishproducts is essentially the only pathway for human exposure to methylmercury
(World HealthOrganization, 1976). Researchers in Finland found mercury
concentrationsof up to 3S ppm in the hair of peopleconsuming fishfrom Finnish
reservoirs (Lodenius et al., 1983;Alftanet al., 1983). Nativepeople consuming fish
fromBall Lake(Wabigoon-English-WinnipegRiverSystem)and other polluted lakes
are knownto have elevatedblood-mercury levels (Anon., 1973).
Manygovernmentshaveimposed restrictions on mercury contaminated fish,
In Sweden,areaswhere fish arecaughtwith mercury levelsgreater than 1.0ppm are
"black-listed" (Bjorklund et 01., 1984). These fishcannotbe sold or distributed for
the purposeof consumption (Statenslivsmedelsverks forfattningssamling, 1983). In
Finland,the NationalBoardof Healthrecommended a decrease in consumption of
reservoirfishwith mercuryconcentrations greaterthan 0.5 ppm. TheBoardforbade
the saleof fishwith mercurylevelsgreaterthan 1.0ppm (Yetta et01., 19800). In
Canada,the mercury consumptionguidelinefor fishor fishproducts has beenset at
0.5 ppm. Products containinghigher than0.5 ppmmercurycannot be soldwithin
Canadabut maybe sold on the world marketto ccuutrieswith highermercury
tolerances. In the UnitedStates, basedon findings from acidifiedJakesin Wisconsin,
a health advisory was issuedby both theWisconsin Departmentof NaturalResources
and the Wisconsin Divisionof Health(1988) for peopleconsumingsport fishfrom
certainareas linkedto high mercurylevels.
Globally,fish withmercuryconcentrations less than0.5 ppmhave been
accepted as representative of naturalmercury levelsfor unpollutedwater systems
(Holden, 1972). Conversely, fishhavingmercurylevels greater thanO.S ppm
indicateevidenceof industrialpollution or allogenicloading. Like Canada,Finland
had a problemwith industrialpollution andfish withelevatedlevels of mercury
(Hasl!nen andSjoblom, 1968). A ban onthe use of mercurycompoundshasled to
reduced mercurylevels in fish from manylocations(Nuortevaet al., 1979; Lodenlus,
1991). However, manyinvestigatorshavefoundelevatedmercurylevels in fish from
pristine lakes and other remoteareas unaffected by industrial sourcesof mercury.due
to autogenic loading (Korityohann et at. , 1974: Wobeser er al., 1970; lohnels et al.,
1967:Bodaly et of., 1984a; Holden, 19TI; Kleinertand Degurse, 1972; Surma-Abo
et 01. , 19800; 1986b; Lodenluset al., 1983: Mannioet 01. , 1986;Raskand Metsll.lA,
1991).
2 3 Remedia tion
Of great public concern is how quicklyand effectivelya pollutedor
contaminated sitecan be cleanedand restoredto its former uses. Because the
removal of all formsof mercury from an aquaticsystemis virtually impossible,
Bisogniand Lawrence (1975)suggestreducing or eliminating methylmercury
formation. Theypresent three possibleremedial procedures10 reduce the amountof
mercuryavailablefor methylation: (I) changethe mercurybindingcharacteristicsof
the sediments: (2) eliminate or reducethe amount of organicor nutrientinput to the
benthicregion; and(3) reducethe total inorganic mercuryconcentration. Fitzgerald
et of. (1991) suggesllhat the in-lakeproduction of metallic mercury (HgO) would
reduce theamountof mercuric (Hg2+) substrateavailable to the microbial community
for mercury methylation. Ramamoorlhy andBlumhagen (1984)concluded that
increased levels of organicmatterdecreasedthe uptakeof mercury by fish. Verta
(984) hypothesized that decreasedfish mercury levelscould be attainedby removing
methylmercury from Utefish biomass,thereby reducing the amount of mercury
available for cycling, In an extensively fishedlake, Verta (1990) founddecreased
mercury levels in fish as a result of faster growthrates and reduced dietary intakeof
methylmercury. Verta(1990) indicates that for small lakes, overfishingmay bea
reasonable way to reduce the mercury levels in top predators to an allowed marketing
level as a youngerage structure wouldlikely be created. Billenet al. (1974)suggest
that methylmercury-degrading bacteria can exist in locations with high methylmercury
concentrations thereby reducing the amount of methylmercury in a particular
environment. Biodegradation could take place throughthe use of the pollutant(for
energyandcarbon requirements)or throughenzymatic modification to the pollutant
withouta nutritional benefit from the toxin(Billenet al. , 1974). For acidified lake
systems, Winfreyand Rudd (1990)suggest that fish mercurylevels could be
decreasedthrougha reductionin a lake's acidity. Rudd et at.(1980b)and Turnerand
Rudd(1983)suggested that low-level additionsof selenium to the water column may
also reduce fish mercury body burdens. This suggestion was tested andwas foundto
reducefishmercury levels for a Swedish system (Bjornberget al. , 1988) and a
polluted Canadiansystem, the English-WabigoonRiverSystemin northwestern
Ontario(Ruddand Turner, 1983a;1983b;Turner and Rudd, 1983). In addition,
Turner andSwick (1983)indicatedseleniumadditions to the water columnwere not
as effectiveat reducing a fish's mercuryburden as selenium additions10 food
organisms. leme l3v and Lann (1973) discuss the feasibility of restoring mercury
contamina ted ecosystems and the methods employed, such as the removal of mercury
deposits through drtdging. They indicate that there are both technical and eco nomic
problems which must be overcome before the processes can be practical ly applied. In
addition, they provide evidence that the disturbance caused by drroging would serve
to resuspend particulate matter and could actually increase mercury methylation.
2 4 Bjopeochemjs!l:)'
The processes by which mercury com pounds are assimilated, stored and
eliminated from biota constitute a small fraction of the toW mercury cycle. Winfrey
and Rudd (1990) present a figure of the biogeochemical cycling of mercury species
within a freshwater lakc (Figure 1). Biota add complexity to the mercury cycle due
to the dyn amics of, and interactions between, various food web components. As
shown in Figure I, the organic methylmercury ion (CHIHg· ) is the primary mercury
compound bioaccumulated in fish. Methylme rcury has recently been detected in rain
(Bloom and Watras , 1989) and wate r from ca tchment areas (Lee and Hullbcrg , 1990)
but it is rarely depo sited in large quantities directly into lakes (Winfrey and Rudd ,
1990). It is probable that the methylmercury is formed either in lhe catc hment area
or in the lake from the methylation of inorganic mercury (Hgh ) .
The bioavailability of merc ury species is also of concern. Suspe nded
sediments are believed to be important in the bioavailabiIity (Ramamoorthy and
Blumhagen, 1984) and the bloconc er uraticn of toxic substances (Gibbs, 1973 ; Hem,
1976: Karickhoff and Brown, 1978: Popp and Laquer, 1980: Tessier erof., 1980).
Studies have shown that the mercuric ion (HgH) is readily absorbed by organ ic and
inorganic particulates (Bene! and Havlik, 1979; Rudd and Turne r, 1983; Rogers et
af., 1984; Cranston and Buckley, 1972; Hannan and Thompson, 197 7) and by
dissolved organic carbon, DOC (Miller, 1975). These processes ma y limit the
amount of mercury available for methylatio n (Rudd and Turne r, 1983; Miskimmin,
1989). In the presence of hydroge n sulfide (H:S) the mercuric ion (H gH) precipitates
as mercuric sulfide, HgS (Winfrey and Rudd, 1990). JernelOv (1968) suggested that
mercuric sulfide would only become mobilized after oxidation to merc uric sulfate
(HgSO~). Furutani and Rudd (1980) showed that mercury could be methylated in the
water co lumn and in the presence of mercuric sulfide. Therefore, th e mercury was
not being completely sequestered in to the sediments as mercuric sulfi de (Furutani and
Rudd, 1980). Gillespie and Scott (1971) showed that under aerobic conditions ,
mercuric sulfide in the sediments could be mobilized and absorbed by fish.
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Figure 1 Mercurycycle(afterWinfreyand Rcdd, 1990).
2 S MethylatioD
Methylation of mercury is a small partof thetotal mercurycyclebut has a
critical influenceon fishmercuryconcentrations. Methylmercury is producedin both
the sedimentandthe watercolumn(Westoo.1966;JensenandJeme16v, 1969;
Jemelcv, 1970)and in soils(Van Faassen,1976; Yamada andTonomura, 1972).
Methylationmayoccur abiotically(Rogers, 1977; Nagase etaJ., 1982; 1984; Lee e/
1l
al . • 1985) or biotically through bacterial mediation (Jensenand Jemelev, 1969). The
mercuric ion (Hg2+) maybe formed th rough photocatalytic reactions (Lindqvist and
Rodlle, 1985; Brasset, 1987; Iverfeld t andLindqvist, 1986) of el emental mercury
(Hg~, which is the predominant atmospheric mercury compound (Lindqv ist and
Rodhe, 1985; Slemr t t al., 1985). Ramamoorthyand Blumhagen (1984) alsodetected
photochemical methylation of mercury .
A varietyof organisms methylate mercury (Robinson and Tuovinen, 1984;
Gilmour and Henry, 1991). Wooder 01. (1968) first showed that methanogenic
bacteria couldproduce methyl mercury . Landner(197 1) showed thatNeurosporasp.
was capable of methylation w hileYamada and Tonomura(1972) demonstrated that
Clostridium cochleariumcou ld dothe same. A number ofaerobic gram-negative rods
and gram-positive cocci that Hamdy and Noyes (1975) isolated from river sediments
also proved able(0 methylate mercury . Aswell, sulfate-reducing bacteriacan
methylate mercury; their metabolism maybe enhanced by sulfate-deposition (Gilmour
and Henry, 1991). Methylati on of inorganic mercury and mercury compoundsoccurs
rapidly via microbialaction in aquatic environments (Bisogni and Lawrence, 1975;
Ra mlal et al. , 1987; Williams andCoffee, 1975; Sommers and Floyd, 1974). Most
of the mercuryentering an aquatic ecosystem is inorganic andis strongly adsorbed
onto organic andinorganic particulates in the water(Bene! and Havlik, 1979; Rudd er
al. , 1980b) or reversiblybound to humic acid (Strohal andHuljev, 1971; Miller,
197 5; Bend a al., 1976; Jackson et at., 1980). Organic particulates,notably
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phytodetritus, undergodecomposldon that frees previously bound inorganic mercury
for methylation (Ranllal t f 01., 1987). Methylmercury is produced by
microorgan isms thaI metabolize the mercuric (Hgl ") ion to detoxify their envi ronment
(Pan-Hcu and Imura, 1982) or as a result of l ITOn in the synlhesis of organic
molecules such as amino acids (Wood tr 01., 1972). Some bacteria can eliminate
methylmercury by converting it 10methane (CH.) andelemental mercury. HgO
(fono mura and Kanzaki, 1969; Tonomura et 01.• 1972). Mercury must be p resent in
its mercuric ion form to undergo biological methylation (DeSimone et af., 1973),
Methylation rates arc influencedby organic content (Olsonand Cooper, 1976:
Rudder 01.• 1983); pH (Ramlal et 01., 1985; Xun t t 01., 1987); the concentration of
inorganic mercury (Yamadaand Tonomura, 1972); thebacterial species present
(Vonk 2J:d Kaan Sijpesteijn, 1973); the growth rate or methylating microbes (Bisogni
and Lawn...'ce, J975); and lheoxygen concentration in the water (Bisogni and
Lawrence, 1975). Consequently, methylation rates are site specific and difficull lO
generalize.
~'C!lm!!!aljQn and Bjornagnjficaljon
The literatureon uptake and accumulation of essential and nonessential metals
in fish is both confusing and conflicting (McFarlane and Franzin, 1980). To varying
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degrees, livingcreatures possessthe ability 10accumulate, withintheir tissues,
substances that are only slightlybiodegradable(Boudouet 01., 1979).
Bioaccumulationoccurs naturally when the assimilation rate of a specific compoundis
greater than the excretion rete. This contrasts with biomagnification,the processby
whicha slightly biodegradable compound is magnified throughthe food chain.
Mercury, when dissolved in the water column, is at its lowest concentration. Each
successive level of the food chain displays a higher concentration than the previous
level. Biomagnificationcontinues to the top of Ute foodchain where top predators
display the highest concentrations. The accumulation of mercury in fish due to
biomagnification was generallyassociatedwilh industrialdischarges of mercury to
naturalwaters (D'ltri, 1972; Kleinert and Degurse, 1972; Raj et al. , 1992). More
recently, increased fish mercuryconcentrationshave been found in natural lakes
without industrial or point sourcesof pollution(Wren andMacCrimmon, 1983; Sloan
and Schofield, 1983; McMurtryet al. 1989; Grieb et a1., 1990; Wiener et al. , 1990;
Bodalyet al., 1993). Globally,humanactivitieshave raised the mercury
concentration in the environment wellabove natural levels (Jchnelsa al., 1967)and
these increasedmercury levels mightbe detectedin aquaticbiota.
Biomagnificationoccurs predominately with lipid solublecompounds such as
DDT ( 1 ,1~bis(4~chlorophenyl)·2,2 ,2·trichloroethane)and methylmercury. Fish show
increased mercury levels in their tissuesdue to this process (Stock and Cucuel, 1934;
Raeder and Snekvik, 1941; Rankamaand Saharn, 1950). The retention time of
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lipophilic substances in fish flesh can beyears . This partly accounts for the effect of
size and age on tissue concentrations (Leland erot., 1976: Hasselrct , 1974). In
general, large fish have greater white muscle mercury concentrations both within
species and within populations (Scott, 1974). However, the relationship between
mercuryconcentration and lengthis not consistentwithin species (SCOIt and
Armstrong, 1972; Scott, 1974), II is welldocumented that fish mercury levels
increasewith fish size (Scott and Armstrong, 1972; Scott. 1974;Huckabee et al.,
1979). However, the increases in mercury body burdens of fish from newly
impounded reservoirs in northern Manitoba were not a result of changes in the
average size of fish sampled (Bodalya 01., 1984a). In addition, Bodaly et 01.
(1984a)found that duringthe sametimeperiod andat the samelocation, Ihere were
no increasesin fish mercuryconcentrations from undisturbedlakes. Phillips(1976)
showedthat the mercuryconcentrations present in fish representing the sameyear
class from a contaminated reservoirwereindependent of size.
Methylmercury(CH}Hg-+) is the mosthazardous mercury species. II is more
toxicand moreeasily bioaccumulaled thaninorganicformsbecauseit can easily
penetratemembranebarriers, facilitating the absorptionof the contaminant in
organisms and its transportand fixationin differenttissues (u.Judouer0/. , 1979).
This mercury compoundis readilybound 10 thiol or sulfhydralgroups,SH-
(fakahashi and Hirayama,1971), whichare associated withneurons. Consequently,
methylmercuryis a neurotoxin and, if exposureis high, cancause Minimata disease
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(methylmercury poisoning). Methylmercury also demonstruesa highcapacityfor
intracellular storage,thusincreasing thebiological half-life of the toxicant in the
organism(Boudou er01. , 1979). Wcstoo(1966)first demonstratedthat mostof the
mercuryfoundin fish is in the methylated form. Recently,thk, finding has been
confirmed by Bloom (1992) and Lasorsaand Allen-Gil (1995). Olsonet al. (1973)
suggestedthat the rate of methylmercury accumulation is greater than the rate of
inorganicmercury accumulationas demonstratedby the anomaloustissue distribution
of thesetwo mercurials, suggesting inorganic mercury doesnot requiremethylation
prior to entry into the fish. Gavis and Ferguson (1972)concludedthat aquatic
organismscan extract methylmercury compoundsfrom the water in preferenceto
inorganicmercury. However, morerecentexperiments haveindicatedthe
overwhelmingimportance of foodas theprimary mercury uptake pathwayfor fish
(e.g. Hallet 01., 1994). Potterel aJ. (1975) suggested that the patternsof mercury
uptake,accumulation, andelimination in fish were speciesspecific. The biological
half-lifeof methylmercurymayalso be speciesspecific(Friberg and Vostal,1972).
Reportedvalues range from aboutfive months for bluegills, Lepomis macrochirus
(Burrowsand Krenkel, 1973), to over 200day' for rainbowtrout, Oncorhynchus
myklss (Giblin and Massaro, 1972),to nearly700 days in northernpike, Esox lucius
(Lockhartet 01.,1972), and to more than I,OCO days in flounder, (1arrenpaa el 01.,
1970). TI,e reporteddifferencescould be partly size related.
Methylmercury enters fish throughtwo different pathways: either direct
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adsorptionfrom the water column across the gill membraneor absorptionof
methylmercury from ingested food items. Predicting the relative importance of
methylmercury from food or water is complicated by geographical and seasonal
variationsin methylmercury availability and by seasonalchanges in prey availability
and predator feeding habits (Phillipsand Buhler, 1978). Mercury uptake via the gills
is directly related to metabolicrate, which is determined primarily by fish size and
secondarily by watertemperature and the concentrationof dissolved oxygen (Phi11ips
and Buhler, 1978). Ribeyere et aJ. (1991) found that both pH and temperature affect
mercury bloaccumulation. Norstrom er al. (1976) reported a 12% efficiency for
respiratoryassimilation of methylmercurywhile FagerstrOmand AscII(1973) reported
a 14% efficiencyfor assimilationof dietary methylmercury. The net efficiencyof
methylmercury assimilation ranges from 67% - 94% (Hannen , 1968; deFreitas et
01.,1974; Suzuki and Hatanaka, 1975j Matidaet 01., 1971 j deFreitas et 01., 1977).
There has been some debate over the primary pathway for mercury
accumulationby fish. Exposingpond animalcommunitiesto methylmercury,
Hannen (1968) found that the tissueconcentrations in the organismswere not related
to trophic level, suggesting that direct adsorptionfrom thf. water column was the
major route for methylmercury accumulation. Armstrong and Hamilton (1973) found
that, in a mercury contaminatedsystem, mercury concentration was related to food
selection. Their study indicated that omnivorousorganisms, detritus feeders, and
bottom dwelling invertebrates had considerably higher mercury levels than either
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herbivorous organismsor zooplanktivores. Phillipset al. (1980)foundthe rate of
mercuryaccumulation was fasterin pisclvorcus species(i.e. northernpike, walleye
Sliz.ostedion vitreum, and sauger Stlzostedlon canadense) than in planktivores (i.e.
blackcrappiePomoxis nlgromaculatus, and whitecrappiePomoxis annular/s). Wren
and MacCrimmon(1986) found significantly higher mercury levels in predatory
species than in other species of comparableage. Small yellow perch Perea jIavescens
are commonprey items for walleyes(Colbyer01.• 1979)and other piscivorous
speciesand presumably playa primaryrole in the trophictransferof mercuryup the
foodchain (Cope et al. , 1990). Jemelovand Lann (1971) attributed 60% of the
mercury present in northern pike from 3 Swedishrivets to mercury in the fish's food.
The percentage of organic-to-totalmercuryhasbeen foundto increasewithpositionin
the foodchain (Gardneret al., 1975; Hildenbrand erol., 1975; Leland et at., 1976;
Meisteret al•• 1979)with top predatorshaving the greatest concentrationsof toxic
methylmercury. deFreitaset al, (1977)suggest that an organism's lifespan and
growthrate are importantdeterminantsof pollutantconcentrationsin tissues.
Recently,field experiments relatingmercuryconcentrationsin the water to mercury
concentrations in fish (HaIl el al. , 1994) demonstrated that in lakesthe primary
methylmercuryaccumulation pathwaywas the food. This impliesthat the quantityof
mercuryaccumulated directlyfrom the watercolumnis negligible whencomparedto
the quantity accumulated via the foodchain.
Regardlessof the uptake path, mercuryhas toxiceffects on wildlife. Spryand
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Wiener (1991) present a critical review of bioavailabilityand toxicityof mercury
compounds to fish. Mercury poisoning in its final (irreversible) stage is detectable
from sensory-motor dysfunctionsas mercury accumulates within the central nervous
system (Carley a al. , 1971; Putman, 1972). Hartman(1978) found that. when trout
were given foodwith moderateto high dosesof mercury. deficiencies in conditioned
avoidance performanceresulted. However, Ruckerand Amend (1969) and Amend
(1970) found no prolonged effects of organic mercury poisoning in fish as fish growth
rates dilutedthe initialmercuryburden. Burrows and Krenkel (1973)suggestthat
demethylationcouldbe occurringin the liver and kidneys. Trout havebeen observed
to have increased mucus production in the presence of sublethal concentrations of
mercuricchloride(Lockand Van Ovcrbeeke, 1981). Vamasi et al. (1975)suggest
that the structural propertics of the mucuscovering the gill epitheliumchanges,
resulting in increasedpermeability to methylmercury.
2 7 Autogenic Mercury Lpadjng
In addition to industrial sources of mercury, there are a number of
environmental stresses that result in increased mercuryconcentrations in biota.
Recently, there have been mercury problemsassociatedwith "pristine' environments.
Many of theseareasare remote and isolated from point sources of mercury pollution
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such as mining, chlor-alkali plants, or pulp and paper mills. Research.has shown that
the causeof increased mercurylevels in fishand wildlife may be acid stress,
atmosphericdeposition, reservoir impoundment.or some combination of these.
Acidification was thought 10aggravate the already harmful ecological impacts
of mercury contamination through the production of methylmercury(Iemelilv and
Lann, 1973: Brouzeser01.• 1977). Elevated fish mercury levels have been observed
in poorly buffered.low pH lakes in areas remote frompoint sources of emissionsfor
lakes on the Canadian Shield (Wren and MacCrimmon. 1983); in the Adirondalcs
(Sloan and Schofield, 1983); in Maine (Akielazek and Haines, 1981), Michigan
(Griebet a!•• 1990),and Wisconsin (Wiener et al. , 1990;Wiener, 1983); in Sweden
(BjOrklund et a!.• 1984; Llndqvistet at•• 1984)and Finland(Vertael al., 1986); and
in Ontario(Scheider et al., 1979:Sunset 01.,1980). However, severalresearchers
foundthat, in acidified waters, mercurywas methylated more slowly thanwaterat
neutralpH levels (Bakeret 01. , 1983;Furutani et at., 1984; Ramlalet at. 1985).
Mercury concentrationsin waterhavebeen closely associatedwith color,
possiblydue to theconcentration of humicand fulvicmatter and the corresponding
complexations between mercury and humic material (Mierleand Ingram, 1991).
Jacksonet of. (1980)foundthat mercury was rapidly removedfrom thewater column
at pH 6.7 - 6.8 due to its strong eJectronegativity but was removed moreslowly at
pH 5.1 due to its large ionicradius. Jackson et at. (1980)found that mercury formed
exceptionally strongcovalentbonds with humic matter. Rask and MetslUi (1991)
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found a trendtowards highermercury levels in northern pike fromareaswhichwere
either acidic or humic as compared to uncolored and nearly neutra11akes. Driscoll a
at. (1994)founda strong, positive relationship betweenfish mercury concentrations
anddissolvedorganiccarbon (DOC) to a maximumof about 8 mg ClL, after which
fish mercury concentrations begantodecline. Other researchers havereponed
elevatedmercury body burdens for fish inhabiting natural, unpollutedJakeswith
humic, brownwater (Hultberg and Hasselror, 1981; Bjorklund, 1982; Paasivirtaet
al., 1983; vertaet aJ. , 1986b; Driscoll et al. , 1995),
Increased fish mercury concentrations have also been observed for newly
impounded reservoirs acrossCanadaandaround the world. Oncea reservoir is
impounded. mercury levels in fish begin to rise beyondthe Canadianconsumption
guideline of 0.5 ppm mercury. The effectsof reservoir impoundment on fish
mercury concentrations are reviewedin the next section, before quantitative models
are developed.
3.0 EffECTS OF RFSERVOlR L\U'OUNDMF.NT
Following reservoir impoundment, speclesshifts and rearrangements are
common as a fluvialsystemis convertedintoa lotic one (Lindstrom, 1973).
Reservoir formation severely alters the existingchemical and physical characteristics
of an aquatic ecosystem. Impoundmentof Southern Indian Lakeand thediversion of
the ChurchillRiver in northern Manitoba affeeted theoptical, thermal,andbiological
regimes(Reeky, 1984). After impoundment, lake temperatures, light availablefor
photosynthesis (PAR)and Secchi disk transparenciesall decreased(Reeky, 1984).
Primaryproduction in a new reservoir will change in a variety of waysdependingon
the specific location (Rodhe, 1964; Funk and Gaulin, 1971; Chamberlain, 1972;
Soltero and Wright, 1975; Duthie and Ostrofs1cy, 1975: Pyrina, 1979; Reeky and
Guildford, 1984). Heeky and Ouildford (1984) found thatphytoplankton increased
the efficiencyof lightutilizationduringphotosynthesis when mean light intensitywas
loweredas a result of impoundment. Given decreasedtemperatures and Secchidisk
transparencies (Hecky, 1984), Patalas and SaIki(1984) concluded that compositional
changes in the zooplankton communitywerea result of decreased primaryproduction.
However, in regions of Southern IndianLakewhere no changesin phytoplankton
productionhad occurred (Hceky and Guitdford, 1984), standingcrops of zooplankton
decreased (patalas andSaIki, l ')i~) while zoobenthos increased(Wiensand
Rosenberg, 1984).
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The drastic changein the distribution of fish populations after flooding coutd
affect exposure to mercury. After Southern Indian Lake was flooded , there was an
observed dispersion of lake whitefish out of the lake and into the diversion channel.
This may have resulted from the decrease in light penetration as a result of shoreline
erosionandincreased levelsof suspended sediment (BOOaly et al., 1984b: Newbury
and McCullough, 1984). The light intensities on the bottomduring the day (Heck)',
1984) werebelow thoserequired for effective schooling and feeding for mostspecies
(Blaxter, 1970).
Increased fish productivity has been observed in new reservoirs at all trophic
levels (Ellis, 1936; Stroud, 1967; Nilsson, 1973; Bodaly and Lesack, 1984). One
species for which impoundmen t effects have been studied is the northern pike
(Hassler, 1970; June, 1970; 1971;Cooper, 1971). Bodalyand Lesack (1984)found
that WupawBay (SouthernIndian Lake) produced a very strong year class of northern
pike during the first year of impoundment. This trend has been observed in olher
reservoir systems where terrestrial vegetation becomes covered by water, providing
increased spawning habitat (Gasaway, 1970; Beckman andElrod, 1971; Suman and
Westman, 1969; Holcik, 1968; Domanevskii, 1957; Hassler, 1969: 1970).
The problem of increased mercuryconcentrationsin reservoir fish populations
has been known for somelime (Smithet 01., 1974; Abernathyand Cumbie, 1977;
Lodeniusel 01., 1983: Bodaly et 01., 1984a; Boucheret01., 1985). Typically, fish
mercury levels rise rapidlyin a few years followingimpoundment. They then
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graduallydecline, remaining above the normal background levels observed for natural
environments (or manyyears (Johnston et 01. • 1991). The observedrate of declinein
fish mercury concentrations is variable. Initial investigators suggested a return to
baseline mercury concentrations within fiveyears (Abernathyand Cumbie, 19TI;Cox
es01., 1979). More recentlyBodalyet 01. (198430) predicted a slower decline with
fish mercury levels remaining elevated for decades. Even after mercury found in lake
sediments has been depicted, biomagnirkation in higherorganisms is expected to
continuefor sometime (Hildenbrand et 01., 1975; Pfister, 1978). Verta (1984)
proposed thai elevatedfishr-ercury bodyburdens canoccureven if the mercury
loading is low due to an efficient recycling of methylmercury through lacustrine food
webs. Ramsey(1990) estimatedthat fish mercurylevels would remain elevated by a
factor of 2 - 3 for at least 50 years and mercury concentrations could remain
elevatedabove the baselinelevel for as long as 150 years. Cox eral, (1979)note that
if impoundments are used for fisheries,there needs to be close monitoring of mercury
levels in predatory fish.
After impoundmentthe sourceof mercury to fish is not apparent because
excessive mercury levels are not typically present in the water (Meister et at., 1979).
The primarysource of mercury to new impoundments is not anthropogenic. Meister
et at. (1979) identified inundatedsoil as the source but other sources are possible
(Cox et al., 1979). Smithel at. (1974) suggested that the mercury source to a Utah
reservoir waseither insolublemercury salts or sulfides found in the mud. Meister et
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01. (1979) hypothesized that mercurywas being assimilatedthroughfood sources
rather than directly from thewater column. These authorseliminated point source
pollutants as the mercury source because fish showed no unusua11evcls of other heavy
metals or pesticides.
The flooding of terrestrial soil and vegetation during impoundment adds both
inorganic mercury and organicnutrients to the aquaticsystem. The bottomof the
reservoir is disturbed by washouts and flooding, resulting in a release of organic
matter and nutrients from decomposition (Grim!! , 1965). Also, nutrients are released
fromcleared land around newreservoirs (Ramell, 1967). These additions can
accelerate microbial methylation (Rudd er al., 1980a; Wright and Hamilton, 1982;
BodaIy et at , 1984a). Substantial methylation occurred in the three years following
impoundment of La GrAnde 2 Reservoir in northern Quebec (Verdont!l al. , 1991).
The decomposition of organic matter (i.e. inorganic carbon, total phosphorous)
peaked after three or four years (Schetagne, 1990).
Hecky er01. (1991)suggestedthat the organic matter from flooded soil and
vegetation has a greater impact on fish mercury levels than either inorganic mercury
or nutrients. Measures of organic content have been linked 10 fish mercury
concentrations In both narurai Iakes (McMurtry et 01. , 1989) and reservoirs (Mannio
t l 01. , 1986; venaer ai" 1986a). When primary production Is stimulated, there are
two opposing mechanisms affecting the concentration of mercury in fish. In the tirst
process, the increased supply of decomposablealgal carbon stimulates the methylating
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bacteria. eventuallyincreasingfish mercury body burdens at upper trophic levels
(Furutaniand Rudd, 1980; Rudd et 01., 1983; Rudd and Turner, 1983b). In the
secondprocess, the stimulationof primary productiontends to reduce the
concentration of methylmercuryin fish if the bioaccumulation of mercuryis diluted
by faster fish growthrates (Ruddand Turner. 1983b;deFrcitasa 01., 1974;Beijer
and Jerneldv, 1979). Thus, the tissue concentration(If mercury in faster growing
species (l.e. prey) would be lower relativeto the slower growing species (i.e.
predators). However, in fieldexperiments, Rudd et 01. (1983) found that increasing
fish.growth rates through.stimulation of primary production resulted in substantial
increasesin fish mercury bodyburdens. Under natural conditions, Abernathyand
Cumbie (I9n) foundthat mercurylevels in largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides)
from three reservoirs in the same drainage basin of the SoutheasternUnited Stales
were highest in younger, relativelyoligotrophicreservoirsand were significantly
lower in older, moreeutrophic reservoirs.
Bioaccumulation of mercurycompoundsoccursat every level in aquatic food
chains (Nrtagu, 1979). Algaeaccumulateand concentratemercuryfrom the water
primarilyby surface absorption and also by adsorption(Hannen , 1968; Glooschenko,
1969). For algae, the uptakeof both organic and inorganic mercuryis proportionalto
the length of exposure and the concentration(Fang, 1973; Mortimerand Kudo,
1975). Since forage fish contain much higher concentrations of methylmercury than
zooplankton (Jemelovand Lann, 1971; Cox e/ al., 1975), it has been suggested that
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large, piscivorous specieJ mayingest most of their mercurybody burden throughthe
food chain while lower trophic feeders may absorb man of their mercury via the skin
or gills (Bruce, 1984; Phillips and Buhler . 1978; Armstron g and Scott, 1979; BoCtius,
1960: Hannen, 1968: Hasselrot, 1968; Amend t l al. , 1969: Backstrom, 196? ;
Rucker and Amend, 1969; Olsonet al•• 1973; Olson and Fromm, 1973; Uthe et al.•
1973; deFrietu a at., 1974;Hasselrot and Gothberg, 1974). Some higher species
may possess the ability to convert inorganic mercury into methylmercury (WestM ,
1968; Imura es01., 1972). Pennachioni et al. (976) could findno evidence of
methylation in fish. Rudd el al. (198Ga) suggested methylmercurywas being
produced by methylating microbes in the intestines o f fish. The cc.nnicti ng reports
and disagreement conce rning mercury bioaccum ulation in fish arises both from a lack
of information concerning thespecific men..airy exposure regimesexperiencedby fish
and from a Jacleof quantitative data relating fooduptake10water uptake (Phillips and
Buhler, 1978).
Adsorption of mercury from the water column is another pathway (or mercury
accumulation in fish. Wobesera 01. (1970) suggested the epithelia was an important
route for direct mercuryaccumulation. In their opinion, this maypartiallyexplain the
lack of specificvariation in fish mercuryconcentrations, even amongspecies with
different feeding habits. Someauthors have suggestedthat mercuryis taken up
througha fish's mucuslayer and/or through the skin (McKaneet 01., 1971; Burrows
et al. , 1974). Strange et al. (I991) suggested that passive accumulation of mercery is
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highestin littoral zone species(e.g. northernpike), which spenda majorityof their
timenearshore wheremethylation ratesare highest.
The food chain is a critical sourceof mercury to fish (Huckabeeet at.• 1978;
Huckabeeet al.• 1975; Lock, 1975). Huckabeeet ol, (1978) found that about 50% of
themusclemercurycontentwas derivedfrom the food. Surma-Altotl of. (19800,
1986b)suggestedthat large amountsof methylmercuryor mercury that was ready to
be methylatedare dissolved into the water phase and accumulated, particularlyby the
zooplanktoncommunity, followingimpoundment. Boudouet al. (1979)demonstrated
that, for a simplefood chainconsisting of a green algae(Chiarella vulgaris), a
eooplankter(Daphniamagna)and first level carnivorous fish (Gambusio affinis), the
quantities of the substance bioaccumulated by the consumerfishcorresponded to the
amountof mercuryingested. Potteret al. (1975)andLodeniuser al. (1983)found
thatspeciesin thehighesttrophiclevelshad the highest tissuemercury
concentrations. For Labradorfishes, Beuceand Spencer (1979) observed the highest
(> 0.5 ppm) meanmercuryvaluesin the twoplsclvorousspeciesstudied (lake trout
Sah'e/inl/S namaycush and northernpike)whilelower mercurylevels « 0.5 ppm)
wereobservedin the non-plscivorous species(whitefish Coregonus dupeajannis,
white suckerCatouomus commersom, longnosesuckerCatostomus caMs/amus, and
brooktroutSalvelinusfonlinalis). Similarly.Smithet 01. (1974) founda trophiclevel
effect for mercuryconcentrations in fish froma Utah reservoir, withpredatorshaving
thehighestmercurybodyburdens. Surma-Aho el al. (1986a, 1986b)showedthat, in
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Finnishlakes and reservoirs. the concentration of mercury increased substantialy up
the foodchain. Phillips et al. (1980) showed that mercury was accumulated more
rapidly in piscivorous species (nonhem pike, sauger and walleye) than in
planktivorous species (black andwhite crappies) apparently due to the:l !Tlou nl of
mercury consumed. Funher evidence for food cbai n bloaccumutalon of
methylmercury cernes from laboratory experiments (Kania et at. , 1974). Fish
demonstrated decreased ability to avoid predators as sublethal concentrations of
mercury increased. This result indicatesthat, under natural conditions. predatory fish
could have high body burdens of mercury because mercury enriched prey arc easier to
catch and less energy is req uired to catch them.
The physical and chemical characteristics of an aquatic ecosystem may limit,
enhance, or otherwise modify a fish's uptake of mercury from the water (Burkett,
1974). Lathrop et al. (199 1) list severalvariables thai influence fish mercury levels.
Briefly these lnctude: sediment mercury (Hfunson, 1980; H1kanson et al. , 1988;
Copeet al. , 1990); chlorophyll-a, total phosphorous, and other lake bioprodccrlviry
indices (H1kanson. 1980; Helwig and Heiskary, 1985; Latnrop et at., 1989); water
aluminum (Helwig and Heiskary, 1985); dissolved organic:carbon or color (McMurtry
et al., 1989: Cope et 01., 1990: Grieb et ot. , 1990); sediment organic matter
(H!kanson, 1980; Vertaet al., 19800; Cope et at., 1990); and lake morphometry
(Wren and lAacCrimmon, 1983; Helwig and Heiskary, 1985). Increased temperature
has been srcwn to increase fish mercury levelsbecause fish are less tolerant of
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mercuryat higher temperatures (Amend, 1969; Hasselrot, 1968: Boetlus, 1960;
Macleod and Pessah, 1973). The rate of methylmercury uptakein fish has been
positively correlated with metabolic rate and oxygen consumption in natural
environments (Rodgers and Beamish, 1981) perhapsbecause fish increase their
exposureto melhylmercury by respiringlarger volumesof water (Ponceand Bloom,
1991). General ly, factors that influence metabolic rates are the same as those that
contro l mercury kinetics: the amount of mercury 10 which the organism is exposed
(concentration in ambient water, sedimentand food); temperature; waterquality (pH,
totaldissolved solids,dissolvedoxygen, degreeof eutrophication, complexing ligands,
etc.): sex; breeding status: ingestion rate; species; and metabolic differences (Nriagu,
1979; Forresteret at., 1972; Olsson, 1976;Bishopand Neary, 1977; Macleod and
Pessah, 1973). Weight and age also affect mercuryaccumulation by fish because
large, older fish lend 10have higher mercuryconcentrationsthan small, younger fish
(VtM and Bligh, 1971; Jemelov and Lann, 1971; Bransonet al., 1975). Scott and
Armstrong (1972) founda positivecorrelation between mercury concentration and fish
length. Similarly, mercuryconcentration was found to increase withfish lenglh for
all speciescollected fromthe Tongue RiverReservoir in Montana(phillipset at.,
1980). A positive relationshipwasalso demonstrated between timeof exposure to
waterborne methylmercury and tissueconcentrations of mercury (deFreitaset al.•
19n ). Wren and MacCnmmon (1986) suggested that exposure timeto waterborne
mercuryis less importantthan diet type in determining tissuemercury levels frcm
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organisms inhabiting und isturbed lake environments. Variation in fish mercury
concentrations may be due 10 altemtionsin formationand decomposition of
melhylmercury in response \0 differences in water chemistry between lakes,
differences in mercuryloading, watershed 10lake area ratiosand retentionof mercury
by watersheds(Mierle and Ingram, 1991).
Likeother chemical substances in aquaticecosystems, theenvironmental
concentrationof methylmercury is regulated by the concurrent processes of production
and degradation (Brosset, 1981;Lexmond a al., 1976). Inorganicmercuryand
mercurycontaining compounds can be rapidly transformedby microbialaction in
aquatic environments (Ramlal et al. , 1987). Anaerobic conditionsenhancemicrobial
methyl transferwhichoccurs when the methyl groups (CH]") are transferred from
methylcobaJamine (CH]-Co·S,6-dimethylbenzimidazolylcobamidc) to themercuric ion
(Hg1+) to form methylmercury (CH)Hg+) using both enzymaticand nonenzymatic
reactions(Wood et af. , 1968; Sorensen, 1991). Bacteria capableof synthesizing
a1kylcobalamines in the presence of increasedlevels of nutrients also enhance
methylation (Sorensen, 1991). Meisteret 01. (1979)suggestedthat anaerobic
conditions favour theuptake of mercuryfrom the soil throughmethylationunder
conditionspresent in lake sediments. Other bacteria eliminate methylmercury from
aquaticsystemsby converting it 10methane(C~) and elementalmercury,HgO
(Tonomura and Kanzakl , 1969; Tonomuraa 01., 1972),
In reservoirs, most methylation takesplace in floodedzones (Ramsey, 1989)
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wherethe mcthylationfdemethylation ratiosare higher thanat deep water sites
(Ramsey and Ramla1, 1987). In Southern Indian Lakein northern Manitoba, the
highest mcthylatlon/demcthylaticn ratios occurred along the flooded shoreline (Ramlal
et al., 1986). This provides one explanation for increasedmercury bodyburdensof
fishfollowing impoundment sincemostfish species spend the majority of their time in
the littoral zone wherehabitat and feeding conditionsare favourable. This
observation points to increasedbacterialmethylation under aerobicconditionsdue to
the oxygen regime associated with the littoral zone of most reservo irs. In contrast,
Ruddet al. (I983) and Parks et of. (1984)foundthat, for the highly polluted
Wabigoon-English River system, methylation rates were orders of magnitude higher
under anaerobicconditionsthan under aerobicconditions. It appears that the
observed differences between anaerobicand aerobic conditions are likely a functionof
the microbial species present, the microbial community's growth rate and the
availability of mercuric ion species for methylation, rather than due to directeffects
of oxygen concentrations.
In general, reservoir creationleadsto elevatedmercury levels at all levels of
Ihe aquatic foodchain. especially in fish. The ability 10 predict these levels prior 10
impoundment would be useful in future environmental impact assessments (Johnston
et al. , 1991). Bodalyet al. (1984a) found that fish mercury levels responded quickly
to impoundment, with substantial increases within the first two to three years.
Mercury concentrations in fish in Manitoba reservoirs showedno significantdecline
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after five to eight years of impoundment (Bodaly tl 01•• 1984a). Assuming that the
increase in methylmercury prod uction is proporti onal to the amoun t of organ ic matter
int roduced to the system , a relationship between the exte nt of flooding (te . organic
matter inundated) and mercury levels in reservoir fish is expected (Bodalyet 01.,
1984a;Johnston et 01., 1991). The largest mercury flux to fish is seenwherethe rise
in lake level and the arealextent of flooding are the greatest (Jackson, 19 87).
Modellingfish mercury levelsasa functionof extent of flooding in reservoirs
has been attempted with mixed results. Jones et al. (1986) related fish mercury
concentrations to several phys ical and chemical characteristics of Canadian reservoirs .
They found that the extent of flooding was not a useful predictive variable by itself.
Johnston et al. (1991)also modeled fish mercury concentrations as an extent of
flooding using two linear models. Their study includedwithin-lake effects (changein
surface level, percent flooding and floodcdarea to volume ratio) and upstreameffects
(upstreampercent flooding and upstream flooded area to volume ratio). Iohnston et
al. (1991)demonstrated that upstream effects had a greater explained variance than
within-lake effects but indicated that differences between predicted and observed mean
mercury body burdens for some tcst casesmay havebeen caused by the equal
weightinggiven 10 with-in lake and upstreameffects. The models of Johnston et at.
(1991)also indicated the presenceof geographical differences as somepredictions
were closer to the observed-predicted line than others. HAkanson a al. (1988) found
a weakinverse correlation between lake size and mercury concentration in northern
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pike in Swedishlakes, while McMurtryet al. (1989)founda positive correlation
between the sametwo variables for Ontariolakes. For naturallakes in northwestern
Ontario, BlXlaly ec01. (1993) found a strong inverse relationship between fish
mercuryconcentrations and lake size. Also, fish mercury concentrations havebeen
correlated with watershedarea (Vertaet 01. , 1986b;McMurtryet al. 1989; Suns and
Hitchin, 1990). The results of these correlative studies are conflicting, perhaps
becauseof the dirficulty of isolating mechanisms in such studies. Experimental
studies designedto identify mechanisms of mercurymethylation showed that the
addition of organic matter increasedthe rate of microbialactivity and subsequently,
the rate of mercury methylation (Rudd el al. , 1983). As part of the Experimental
Lakes AreaReservoir Project (ELARP), Heyes et 01.(1994)showed that newly
floodedpeat is ideal (or sustaining high methylationrates due to increased
temperatures and carbon and nutrientsfromdecaying vegetation. Based on
experimental studies(e.g. Rudd et 01. , 1983; Heyes et 01., 1994), and on
demonstrated correlations with watershed area (e.g. Verla et 01., 1986b; McMurtry el
01.• 1989; Suns and Hitchin, 1990). I investigatedwhether change in fish mercury
concentrations can be predictedfrom changein reservoir size.
4.0 M ODEL DEVEWPl\fENT
Avariety or factors caninfluence the accumulationof mercury in freshwater
biota (Huckabeea al.• 1979). Comprehensivemodels of the kinetics of mercury in
natural aquatic environments have notbeen developed (Bisogni, 1979) as lItey have
for limiting nutrientssuch as phosphorus (Grimard andJones, 1981). One
consequence of this is that quantitative assessments of change in fish mercury levels
due to development or alterationof reservoirs cannot be made. Recently, Harris el
al. (1994) have developed a mass-balance mercury model using bioenergetics
equations to simulate mercury dynamics following reservoir impoundment.
Bioenergeticsequations are commonly used to describe mercury accumulation by fish
(e.g. Norstrom a al. 1976; Korhonent l 01. , 1995). Parameters for Harris's model
arecurrentlybeing refined in an ongoing project involving TetraTech Inc.,
Department of Fisheries and OceansFreshwater Institute, and Hydro Quebec. The
predecessor of the current model was developedas part of a Master's thesis in
conjunctionwith Onlario Hydro(Harris, 1991).
Work.to date on the biogeochemistry of mercuryin naturalwaters has focused
largely on experimental studies of single factors under laboratoryconditions although
morerecent studieson the biogeochemistry of mercury have beenfield oriented.
These studies can provide someinsightinto thekinetics of mercury in natural systems
but cannotbeused to evaluate change in mercury level in fish under natural
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conditions for several reasons. First, quantitative modelshave been developedfrom
some fac tors but not for others. Second, the relative contributions of concurrent
processesremainunknown. A third reasonis thatconsiderable unexplainedvariation
exists in those parameters thathavebeenestimated. Giventhe currentstateof
knowledge, it is not feasible10constructhighlydetailedmodelsbased on a large
number of parameters describingimportant processesleading to mercury uptake by
fish.
An alternativeto highly detailed models is the development of aggregate
models that summarizethe relation of a variableof interest (i.e. mercury levels in
fish)10 one or more readily measured env,.onmentalvariablesof known importance
(i.e. change in area). Parametersof highlyaggregatedmodels can be completely
empirical(Ryder, 1965: Peters, 1986), a hybrid of empiricaland rationalparameters
(Platter al.• 1981), or completelyrational (Lehman, 1986). The present study
presents two hybrid models to describe increase in mercurylevels in fishas a function
of change in reservoirsize. Thisvariable (changein area) was chosen for several
reasons. First. this variable is easily obtained prior to impoundment thereby allowing
for a useful predictionof fish mercurylevels. The area of the lakes to be flooded can
be calculatedand the area of the reservoir has already beenestimated by the
hydroelectric developer. The evidence from correlation studies(e.g . Johnston et at••
1991; Bodalyerat., 1993) indicatesthat the change in area is a key variable. In
addition, previous studiesindicatedthat the sourceof mercury to new impoundments
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was the floodedsoil (e.g. Meister ~I al. , 1979; BodaIy et al., 1984a), which would
vary with reservoir size. Finally , experimental studies have shown tha t the addition
of organic matter increases the rate of microbial methylation(e.g. Rudd et 01. , 1983;
Heyes et aI., 1994).
Bodaly tt 01. (l9 84a) first repo rted that the increase in mercury body burdens
of three fish species appeared to be related to the changein flooded terrestrial area.
This informal(verbal) model was used 10developa formal model as follows. Change
in body burden can be defined formally as a ratio:
(I)
whereMl is mercurybodyburden (ppm)of fish in the postimpoundment reservoir
and ML is mercury body burden (ppm) of fish in thepreimpoundment lakes.
Preimpoundmcnt fish mercurylevels are easily obtained and are a necessary
requirementfor environmental impact assessments. Assumingthis ratio increasesin
proportion to increase in mercury load:
(2)
and
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(3)
where H is total mercury load of a reservoir (g km- '), and k l is a coefficien t
measuring transformation of environmental mercury into tissue mercury. These
equations assume that kl does not change due to reservoir creation . Env ironmental
load (H)can bepartitioned into two components, the dilution of thepresent load (due
to an increase in volume), and the enrichment by the added load (due to an increa se
in flooded area). That is:
(4)
where CL is the mercury concentration prior to flooding(g km- l ) ; VL is the lake
volume (km
') prior to flooding;VII is the reservoir volume(km) after flooding; c, is
the concentration of mercury released from the soil(g km-2) ; AL is the lake area
(kml ) prior to flooding; and Allis the reservoir area (kIn1) after flooding .
For geometrically similar bodies of water:
(5)
where S is a dimensionless shape factor with valuesof approximately 3/2 and bv is a
constant with dimensions of length' - 2s. For lakes and reservoirs on the Canadian
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shield, the valueof S falls closer 10 4/3 than 312, basedon regression estimates
(Sch neider and Haedrich, 1989):
v "" 8.2674 x10· ' AI .]ll
The estimated shape parameter (5 "" 1.321), differs significantly from 3/2:
1- (1.50 - 1.321)10,05306
(6)
(7)
where the denominator is the root mean squared residual froma regression of the
logarithm of volume against the logarithm of area, using data from Ryder ( 1965).
The probabili ty of obtaining the observed t-rauo of 3.37 under the null hyp othesis S
"" 312, is P < 0.001, df =22, using the t-distribution.
Substituting equation (6) into (4), and then (4) into (3) gives :
This model, which is a hybrid between a purely empirical and a purely rational
model , assumes that mercury concentra tion in fish changes in direct proportion to
environmental load (H).
An alternative model is that change in mercury level in fish is propo rtional to
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change in mercury load ing:
(9)
and hence
(10)
Taking natural logarithmsand substituting (6) into (4), and then (4) into(10) gives:
Equations (8) and (11) areformal clpressioosdeveloped fromthe informalmodel of
Bodaly tt at. (1984a) that fish tissuemercurydepends on theamount of area flooded.
4 I M odel Ey aluation
The goodness of fitof the data to an equation was evaluated by least squares
regression, weighted for sample size. Goodness of fit was measuredasthe variance
explainedby multiple regression of observed value! of RM against a setof explanatory
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variables . For eq uation (8), Riot was regressed against a dilution factor (D) and an
enrichment (actor (E):
(12)
where D = (AL/AiJl.m and E "" (AR - AJ bv- I AM- U 11, btll is an estimateof klcl.
(equation 8) and bill is an estimate of klc, (equation 8). For equation (11) the
regression equation was:
(13)
where bD1 is an estimate of k1cL (equation 11) and bl!1 isan estimate of kIc, (equation
11). Calcu lations were carried out wilh the SAS package (SAS, 1985).
5.0 METHODS AND MATERIALS
~ of Res!;o'Qjrs Used in this Study
Three major regionswerechosenfor this study, due primarilyto mercury
monitoring efforts in theseregions. The first regionwas northernManitobaand
containsthe reservoircomplex. createdduringthe SouthernIndianLake/Churchill
River Diversion Project (Figure2). The secondregionwas northernQuebecand
containsthe LA GrandeComplex. (Figure2). The reservoirsin this regionwere also
createdfor the purposeof hydroelectricgeneration on a very large scale. The third
regionwasinsularNewfoundland (Figure2). Thesedevelopments are not on the
samescaleas either the Southern IndianLake/Churchill River Diversion Projector
the La GrandeComplex,but werealsocreatedfor the purposeof hydroelectric
generauon.
It is importantto note thatmanyof the reservoirsusedin this studywere
impounded beforemercurymonitoring becamea priority. 'nd;::; especially true for
manyof the reservoirsimpounded as partof the SouthernIndianLake/Churchill
River Diversion Projectand manyof the reservoirs impounded in insular
Newfoundland. Therefore, in order to determine "baseline" mercuryconcentrations,
selectedlakeswithinthe same regionwereusedas controllakes. Theselakeswere
isolatedfrom the reservoirsystemsunderstudyand were remote frompointsources
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of mercury input.
Figure 2 Location of the three main areas of study: (I) Southern Indian
Lake/Churchill River Diversion Project; (2) La Grande Complex; (3) Cal Arm
Reservoir.
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5.} .} SoU/hu n IndlanlAktlChurchUIRiwr Diwrrion Proiea - Nonhtm Maniloba
The Southern Indian Lake/Churchill River Diversion Project, located in
northern Manitoba, diverted the Churchill River south (or the purpose of hydroelectric
generati("'.. Figure 3 is a map of this project (after Newbury tt at. • 1984). This
region has been described in detail by Newbury et 01. (1984). Briefly the climate of
this region can be classifiedas continental. consistingof long cold wintersand short
cool summers. In winter, severely cold waves of polar continental air move
southeastward across the region. Thesummer pattern is characterized by frequent
cool periods following eastward-moving cyclones. The annual mean temperature for
this region of Manitoba is -SoC. The annual precipitation is about 430 mm,
associated with frontal weather systems. Onethird occurs as snow during the mid-
Octoberto late May. Snow cover periodlastsapproximately 200days, with an
averageaccumulated depth of snowof about 60 em. The periodof ice cover on
Southern Indian Lake lasts (rom early November to late May. The vegetation in the
Southern Indian Lake region is typical of the wide band of boreal forest or taiga that
crossesmidlatitude Canada. The blackspruce(Piceamarlana) is the predominant
tree speciesin mostareas while tamarack(Larix larlcina) occurs in most of the
wetlandsin this region. Jaclcpine (PinusbanJcriana) is abundantin welldrainedareas
of the northern third of the basin and deciduous speciesare interspersedin the conifer
forests (especially with recent fires). The most commonspecies are aspen (Populus
lremu/oides), balsampoplar (Populwbalsamifera), paper birch (Belu/a papYri/era),
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willow(Salix spp.) and alder (Afnw spp.). The aquatic fauna is diverse. Seine
catcheshave indicatedthe presenceof: spouailshiner (Nolropis hlldson;IlS); emerald
shiners (NotfOpis olheriN)itJ~s); and yellow perch (Ptrca jlo. \'t'scens); while northern
pike (Esoxlucius); walleye (Srlzosudion vureumvitreum); and lake whitefish
(Coregonuscluptalonnfs) are the predominantcommercial species.
The impoundments created as part of this massive river diversion had
noticeable effects on tlmnologlcat conditions. Temperatures, light available for
photosynthesis, and Secchldisk transparencies haveall declined since impoundment.
In addition,alteration of energy flux and storage terms in the lake's energybudget (a
primary effect) was caused by increased mean depth diluting heat income in all
regions. The impoundment of Southern Indian Lake has resulted in higher
efficiencies of primary productionin all regions, as indicateby higher light-saturated
rates of carbonuptake per unit clllorophylland by higher initial slopesof the
hyperbolic light responserelationof the suspended sediment from eroding shorelines,
whiledeeper areas had relativelyunchanged light penetration. Comparison of the
meanwater column light intensities from those turbid regionswith the valuesof r.
Oight intensity at the onset of light samratioe) for phytoplankton indicated that these
turbidregionsare now light deficienton average. Phosphorus deficiencyprior 10
impoundment as indicated by alkalinephosphatase activity per unit ATP, has been
eliminatedas the mean water columnlight intensity declined below 5 mEinsteinsm-2
min-I. Table I (after Heckyt t al. , 1984) showsdifferences observed beforeand
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after impoundment for various regionsof Southern IndianLake. Inundation ratio is
the proportion of flooded land to postimpoundment water area (Wiensand Rosenberg,
1984). Table 2 (after Bodaly et a1., 1984a) shows the changes in water level and
surface areas of several lakes impoundedas part of this project.
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Table 1: Compa rison of morphometric. hydrolOCk . limn ologk al. and blolo&lal
ractors for four Southern Indian Lakeregions beforeand aner impoundment
m eeky tt 01., 1984).
REGION
Pre Post Pre Po" Pre Post Pre Post
Inundationratio 0.09 0.16 0.31 0,08
Mean depth(m) 8.0 10. t 12.1 13.0 4.9 5.9 3.5 5.8
Flushing time(yr) 0. 12 0.17 0. 23 1.4 1.5 2.8 4.2 0.03
Temperature change ("C) - 0.8 - 1.3 -1 .4 -1.3
Suspended sediment 3.2 8.1 1.2 6.3 1.7 4.1 3.0 11.0
(mgL-1)
I (mE m'" min-I) 6.2 4.0 10.0 4.9 15.9 9.8 13.9 5.5
Secchi disk (m) 1.4 0.9 2.9 1.3 3.0 2.3 1.6 0.7
Erosive input (g m-t yr- I ) - 0 1390 3312 770 _ 0 1700
Primary production 530 400 570 500 400 720 220 290
(mg m- 2 d- l)
Chlorophyll (mgm-J) 4.6 5.0 2.9 4.0 2.4 4.4 1.9 3.6
Zooplankton biomass 90S 707 930 625 1855 957 1486 933
(mg m'" )
Zoobcnthosdensity 6200 5500 3800 8300 2800 6100 1000 1500
(#m-2)
n·
LEG"""
- c.ner..tillc Station
LU I nunet in JlUlntN 'u
idcI~tifirfonntriZldivi.bl
.....
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Table 1: Cha nges in water level and surrece area of several lakes affected by (he
CburchiU Riv er D iversion Proj~ (Bodaly tf al. , 1984. )
Lake Pre- Post· Pre- "'.. Relative
Impoundment impoundment impoundment impoundment Chanee
Level (m) Level (m) Area(tm~ Area(km') (")
Southemlndian 255.0 258.0 1977 2 391 +21
Nodgi Reservoir' 1S3 ' 84 + 282
Issett 250.6 258.2 3.7
Kanakuwlgamak 248,1 258 18.8
Pemlchigamau 241.8 258 19.3
CenlralM ynarskl 251.1 258 11.'
W~ Mynarstl 249.0 258 ' .2
"'. 247.8 2S7.9 78.4
Notigi 2~2.0 257.2 15.1
Wapisu 239.9 24] .2 49 67 + 37
Threepoint 239.0 242.6 75 '03 +31
and Footprint
Wuskwatim 231.0 233.0 70 79 + 13
I • Preimpoundment water area for Notig i reservoir is the sum of the several lakes
(listedunder Notigi Reservoir) Ihat existedbeforeimpoundment
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5.J.2 La GrandeComplex « NonhemQuebec
The La Grande complexlocated east of James Bayin northern Quebecis
shown in Figure 4 (after Brouard et al,. 1989). The La Grande Complex has been
describedextensively by Brouard er al. (1989). Briefly, the watershed covers some
175000 km' , The climate in this area is typically cold continental due to its location
in thehumid subarctic lone. The annualmeantemperature is - 4'"(;. The prevailing
winds blow {rom the west to the eas t and precipitation increases gradual ly from west
to cast, diminishing fromsouth to north. The annualmeanprecipitation for this area
is 765rom. The hydrological regimeis governed by rainand snowwith heavyspring
floods, decreased summer runoff and rain-induced fall flooding. Typically, there is
very low runoff from November to early May followed by ice break-up and flooding
until early June. The vegetation in the La Grande complexis dominated by open
forestsof black spruce. jack pine, larch andaspen. There are numerous peatbogs.
especialy on the coastalplain. The undergrowth is dominatedby ericaceous shrubs.
mossand lichenswhile riparianvegetation is dominated by willowshrubs. The
terrestrialfauna of this region consists of 39 mammal species. In general, wildlife
densitiesare lower thanmore southerlyareas. The JamesBay coast is characterized
by high-potential waterfowl habitats. Theaquatic faunais also quite diverseand rich.
There are 27 speciesof fish including: longnose sucker(Catostomuscatostomus);
whitesucker (Caloslomus commersonf); lakewhitefish (UJregonusc/upeqformis);
cisco (Coregonus artedil) ; northem pike (Box lucius); lake trout (Salvelinus
so
ruunaycush) ; walleye (Slizosrtdion vitmun) ; brook trout (SolvtlimuJominalis);
landlocked salmon (Salmosalar); burbot (uta lOla); lake sturgeon(Aciptnser
ju/vescens); yellow perch (Perea jlovtSCenJ); and round whitefish (Prosopium
tylindractum ). Typically, lhese fish exhibit slower growth thanin southern Quebec
but with longer Iifespans, lower fecundity, later sexualmaturity and spaced
reproductive cycles. The water in the La Grande complex is highly transparent
(secchi depth .,. 1.5 to 4.0 m): very well oxygenated (80% to 100% saturation);
slightly acidic (5.9 to 6.9 pH units), slightlybuffered(0.6 to 11.0 mg L- I
bicarbonate), has a low mineral content (8 to 30 liS cm- ') , is relatively rich in
organic matter and poo r in nutrients (0.004 10 0 .01 mg L -I total phospho rous). Ta ble
3 summarizes someof the characteristics of La Grande Complex reservoirs (aRer
Brouard tt 01., 1989). It is important to notethat during theimpoundment of La
Grande 3 reservoir, therewere somedelays. There wasan initial filling periodof
about 13 monthsthenimpoundment was halted for anadditional 13 monthsdue to
technical difficulties. A second periodof filling followed. lasting 12 months.
However, 75" of the reservoir' s surface hadbeen noodcd after the first year.
Table 3: Characte ristics or La Gran de Complex Reservctrs after Brouard d at. (1989)
Reservoir M= Maxlmum Area of M= Tow Water M"" Impoundment
Drawdown Atea of Flood""
""""
Volume Residence A"""" P<riod
(m) Waler Lard (m) (IO'm~ (months) Flow (year-month)
(Muimum (km~ (km~ (~) (m' s ·· )
Drawdown)
La Grande 3.3 283' 2630 22.0 6 1.7 6.' 3374 78·111 0
(7.7) (92~) 19·12
La Grande s.s 2420 2 175 24.4 60.0 11.0 2064 81-04 10
3 (12.2) (90~) ,....,
La Grande ' .0 70s 700 29.4 19.5 4.' 1S34 83-03 10
(11.0) (ll'~) 83-11
Opm.a 3.6 1 040 740 ' .2 ' .4 3.' 84' 8M4 .o
(4.0) (71'J;) .G<J9
Caniapiscau 2.1 4 275 3 430 16.8 53.8 25.' 790 81· 1010
(12.9) (80~) 84<l9
~
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Figure 4 Location of reservoirs impounded in the La GrandeComplex located in
northern Quebec (after Brouard a al., 1989).
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5. I.J Newfoundland
The Newfoundland region consistsof threeseparate reservoir systems. One
system contains Ca t Arm Reservoir, the only reservoir impounded on the Great
Northern Peninsula. The second systemis alsoa single reservoir system that contains
the Hinds Lake impoundment. The third Newfoundland system is the Bay d 'Espoir
area, which containsa series of severalreservoirs. Long Pond Reservoir is located
within this reservoir complex. Table 4 shows some of the physical charac teristics of
the reservoirs and control lakesfoundin insularNewfoundland.
C AT ARM RESERVOIR
Cat Arm Reservoir was constructed on a plateau in a mountainous area of the
Long Range Mountains, on the Great Northern Peninsula of Newfoundland. Figure 5
is a mapof Cat Arm Reservoir (after Newfoundlandand Labrador Hydro, 1981).
The Cat Arm Reservoir region has been describedby BeakConsultants Ltd. (1980a;
I080b). Briefly, the climateof thisarea can be described as havingshort, cool
summers and long, cold winters. Mostof the precipitation in this region falls during
the winter months as snow. TheCat Arm watershed has beenglacialy smoothed and
scoured 10the bedrock and only a thin overburden of glacial till remains. Prior to
flooding, Cat Arm Lakeshowed no evidenceof thermalstratification and oxygen
levels were nearsaturation at all depths. Typicalof manyNewfoundland systems, the
Cat Arm systemsupportsrelativelyfew species anda relatively smallbiomasswith
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the predominant phytoplanktonbeing Cbrysophyta. Nutrient levels arc tow and
flushing rates are high thereby limiting the build up of phytoplanktoncommunities.
Resident fish populationsconsist cr brock trout and Arctic char. Like many other
areasof Newfoundland, thefish populations canbe characterized as beingabundant,
slow-growing, short-lived andsmallin body size. The vegetation around Cat Arm
Reservoir hasan abundance of fir andsprucein the sheltered valleys of the mountain
range. Scrub transition zones are typical between the wetlandsand the woodedareas.
The waterfowl of the area is limited. The area generallysupportsCanadageese,
black ducks, and mergansers. It is believed that other bird species also inhabit this
area. Moose and caribou are the primary big game mammals in this area. Other
furbearing mammalsare also believed to inhabit the area around Cal Arm Reservoir I
notablythe Newfoundlandpine marten.
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Table 4: Characteristics or Reservoirs and Control Lakes InNewfoundland
Reservoir Surface Area of Water MeanDepth Impoundment
M ea Flood'" Residence (m) Period
(km~ Land (km~ Time (year-month)
(I' ) (days)
BAYd'ESPOIR
GreatBumt Lake 55 25 10 82~ 11 10
(45%) 83·05
ColdSpringPond 17 7 82-11 to
(41%) 83-05
LongPond 2 10 130 45 16 66-12 to
(62%) 67-DS
Rocky Pond 7.9 N/A unknown unknown N/A
(Control)
HINDS LAKE
Hinds Lalc:e 46.54 21.41 144 unknown 79-11 10
(46%) 80-05
Eclipse Pond 3.9 NIA unknown unknown NIA
(Control)
CAT ARM
Cat Arm 52.40 43 199 18 84-05 to
(78%) 85-06
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CAT ARM DEVELOPMENT
Figure 5
1981).
5.J.4 Summary
Each of the three regions have their similarities and differences. Major
similarities include climate and forest vegetation. Each of the three regions, northern
Manitoba, northern QuebecandNewfoundland are typicalnorth-temperate, boreal
regions. Theclimateof theseregions is continental, with longcold winters andshort
cool summers. The ice-cover periodis typically November 10May. Thevegetation,
coniferous forest,is alsocomparable betweeneachof the three regions.
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The most notabledifference betweenthe three regions is the aquaticfauna,
whichis morediversein northern Manitoba and northernQuebecthanin
Newfoundland . Commoncommercialfishes of the former areas includenorthern
pike. walleye, and lake whitefish. Olher speciesof note are yellow perch, longncse
sucker, white sucker, burbot and cisco. Cyprinids are common in these regions. In
contrast, Newfoundlandreservoirsonly contain salmonids. Typicallybrook trout and
ouananiche (landlockedAtlanticsalmon)are the species present but Cal Arm
Reservoircontainsonly Arctic char and brook trout. There are no cyprinidspresent
andthe only foragefish, foundin somereservoirs, is the stickleback.
Differencesalso exist in geology. Reservoirs impoundedas part of the
Southern IndianLake/Churchill River DiversionProject and the La Grande Complex
were created on the CanadianShield. The reservoirs impoundedin Newfoundlandlie
on sedimentaryrock of the Appalachians(westernNewfoundland)or metamorpisized
seafloor (central Newfoundland).
;5 2 Mercury Data Used in the Analyses
It is important to note that mercuryin fish is predominatelyin the
methylmercury form (Westoo, 1966, 1973: Bacheet 01., 1971; Kampset a.,1972;
Bishopand Neary, 1976; Bloom, 1992)as it is for many other types of aquatic
'8
organ isms. w cbeser et al, ( 1970 ) found that lhe concenuauce of mercury in fish
liven and kidneys wasabout two times that found in the muscle . However. fish
musclemercuryconcentrations are generally reponed since the muscle is the part of
the fishcommonly consumed by humans.
Fish mercuryconcentrationswere determinedin a comparable manner between
each of the three regions, Mani toba, Quebec. and Newfoundland . Merc ury
concentrations for fish in reservoirs impounded as part of the Southern Indian
Lake/Churchill River Diversion Project in northern Manitoba were basedon muscle
sam ples. These samples were analyzed by the procedure described by Hcndzcl and
l a micson (1976) (nod aly tt 01., 1988; Strange t l 01•• 1991; Strange, 1993). Mercury
concentrations for fish in La GrandeComplex reservoirs wert also basedon muscle
tissue (fillets). The muscle underwent acid digestion (EnvironmentCanada procedure
NaquadatmethodNo. 80601·2) and mercury levelswere determinedby an atomic
absorptionspectrophotometer (Brouard et al., 1989). Mercuryconcentrationsfor Cat
Arm Reservoir brook trout and Arcticcharand LongPondReservoir brook trout and
ouananiche(landlockedAtlanticsalmon) weredetcrmined by the Fish Inspection Lab,
Department or Fisheriesand Oceans,51.John's, Newfoundland (l...eDrew, Fudge
Associates Limited, 1992; Buchanan, 1990; 1991; 1993; 1994). Mercury
concentrations were determined (or fishmuscle(fillet) samples using nameles atomic
absorption techniques (Uthe et al. , 1970; Armstrongand UtM, 1971; Hendzel and
Jamieson, 1976). Fish mercury data is presented in Appendix A.
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;5 3 Model validation
5.3./ Definition o/the Response Variable
When a reservoi r is impounded, it is known that the mercury levels in al l
biota inhabiting the flooded lakes wi ll increase . In general, fish mercury levels
increase quite rapid ly following impoundment and it is of interest 10predict the
change in fish mercury concentrations following impoundment. Also of concern,
especially for commercial and native groups, is howhigh the mercury levelswill
increase and whether fish body burdens will surpass the Canadian consu mption
guideline of 0.5 ppm. Therefore. Models I and II (equations 12 and 13) were
evaluated on their ability 10 predict both immediate and maximum fish mercury
concentrations . The first ra tio was determined based on lite first complete sampling
period followingimpoundment. In general. thesedata werecollected for each
reservoir approximately three years following impoundment. The secondratio
determinedwasbased on the maximum mercuryconcentration reached following
impoundment.
For eachmodel, the preimpoundment mercuryconcentration was an average,
by species,basedon the entire sampletaken fromeach location. The meanfish size
for each of the samplescollectedwas relativelyconsistentboth withinregions(i.e.
Manitoba and Quebec),as well as betweenreservoirs withineach region. In cases
wherethere was no preimpoundment fish mercury data, control lakesfrom the same
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area were used.
5.3.2 valkkulon Procedure
Due to a smal data set (i.e. 12 reservoirs), it was decided the most effective
useof this limiteddata would involvesuccessive predictionsandrevisions rather than
using all the data at once to derive a single set of parameterestimates. Parameter
estimates were initially derived for each of the three species; northern pike (& OJ
lucius), walleye(Stiw slediol1vitreum), and lake whitefish (Coregonus clupeqformi.r),
using the Manitobadata. The parameter estimateswere then used to predict the
mercury ratio for a single reservoir, La Grande 2 Reservoir in nort hern Quebec. The
value predicted from the model could then becomparedto the observed value of the
ratio(between postimpoundment andpreimpoundment mercuryconcentrations), for
each of the three species. The data collectedfrom La Grande 2 was thencombined
with the Manitoba data. This procedure increased the sample size and provided
revised parameterestimates. These revised parameterestimates were then usedto
predict the mercury ratio for the next reservoir, La Grande 3. Once again, the
predicted value could then becompared withthe observed value, known for this
reservoir. The sameprocedure was repealedfor the remaining three reservoirs from
Quebec for which data had been obtained. The order in which reservoirs were added
to increase the sample size and revise parameter estimates were La Grande 2, La
Grande 3, La Grande 4, Opinaca, and Caniapiscau. Both Models I and II (equations
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12and 13) were evaluated based on the first complete samplingfollowing
impoundment and the peak mercuryconcentrations reachedfollowingimpoundment.
for each of the three speciesco mmonbetween regions (i,e . northern pike, walleye,
and lake whitefish).
S 4 Application of !he Models -- Newfoundland Predictio ns
Onecri terion commonly used 10 differentiateamong competing modelsisthe
ability to predict cases not used to develop the model. Th is criterion can be applied
bycomparing the predictedand observed valuesfor cases not used in the model
development (e.g. Drinkwaterand Myers, 1987).
5,4.1 Different Species •• CatAmrSolmonlds
The island of Newfoundland is unique in severalways. Of concern for this
study were the differencesin food websbetween theisland andthe mainland.
Typically,mainlandfood webs are more complexwithman)' trophic levels whilefood
webs for Newfoundland systems tendto be simpler withfewer trophic levels. For
example, Cat Arm Reservoir containsonly twofish species, brook troutand Arctic
char . In general, there are no forage fish such as cyprinids on the islandand fish are
forced to reed primarily on benthic invertebrates suchas chironomids. Many
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freshwater systems contain the threespinestickleback ( Oasterostc ils QClIleQtllS) which
may act as a forage fishin someNewfoundland systems. However, Newfoundland
systems typically co ntainbrook trout and/or ouananiche (landloc ked Atlanticsalmon),
no t many of which reacha size capable of fo raging on the mreesplne stickleback.
It wasof interest to knowwhether the two modelsdeveloped for mainland
re servoirs were able to predict thech ange in mercury concentrationsin fish inhabiting
a different typeof reservoir ecosystem (i.e. Newfoundland reservoirs). The data
col lectedfromCat ArmReservoirincludedpreimpoundment mercury da ta collected
for bothspecies(brook trout andArctic char) inhabiting this reservoir and a
postimpoundment monitoring effort .
Currentresearch indicatesthat the food webis the primary pathway for
mercury to fish(Hall tt af. • 1994). Therefore , when applying a model basedon a
biological understanding of a system to species that have previously not beenincl uded
in theanalyses,a priori,one would use the fish species thatmost closely resembles
the foodhabits of the species of concern. For this study, there were two species(or
which not enough data existed toderive parameter estimates, na melybrook trout and
Arc tie char . No evidence of piscivoryhasbeen found for species inhabitingCat Arm
Reservoir. Therefore, both species are consideredto be primary carnivores. Based
on thedata collected from Manitoba andQuebec, both northern pike and walleye are
ptscivorous andare not comparable in foodhabits to brook trou t or Arctic char from
Cat Arm Reservoir . However, lake whitefish arealso primary carnivores and thu s
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their tropic level was close to the two speciesinhabiting Cat Arm. ModelsI and II
(equations12and13) wereevaluated basedon the firstcompletesampling period
following impoundment and peak mercuryconcentrations reached following
impoundm ent, for the two specie s in Cat Arm Reservoir (brook trout and Arctic char)
using parameter estimates deri ved fOT lake whitefish.
5.4.2 DifferentReservoirs -- TheLong Pond Prediction
It was also of interestto knowif themodels developed (or predicting the
changein fish mercury concentrations following impoundmentof a reservoir would
predict the change in fishmercuryconcentrations whenaltering the size of an existing
reservoir . Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro reimpounded one of its insular
Newfoundlandreservoirs, Long Pond, in 1990,in order to increase the generating
capacity of this station. Aspart of their environmental mandate, Newfoundland and
Labrador Hydroagreed 10monitor fish mercurylevels prior to, during, and after
flooding(i.e . the years 1989, 1990, 1991, and 1992). The reimpoundmentof Long
Pond resulted in the floodingof an additional10 km2 of terrestrialarea (L. LeDrew,
pcrs. comm., Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro, St. John's, Newfoundland, 1995).
Thus there were mercury data collectedbefore the reimpoundmentof this system, for
both species inhabiting this reservoir (brook trout and ouananicheor landlocked
Atlanticsalmon). In addition, lhe area of the reservoirwas known both prior to and
after reimpoundment. This alloweda prediction of f' .J, mercurylevels following
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reimpoundment. ModelsI and II (equations12and 13) were usedto predict fish
mercury levels during the first complete sampling following reimpoundment and peak
mercury concentrations reached followingreimpoundment, for thetwo species
inhabitingLong Pond(l.e. brooktrout and ouananiche), The two predictions for each
speciescould thenbecompared 10 the observed changes in fish mercury
concentrations followingreimpoundmenl of LongPond.
6.0 AVAILABLE DATAON Fl8M MERCURY CONCENlRATIONS
Data on fishmercuryconcentrations came froma varietyof sources. BodaIy
et 01. (l984a; 1988), Strange et of. (1991), and Strange (1993)reported fish mercury
concentrations forreservoirs impoundedas part of theSouthern IndianLake/Churchill
River DiversionProject. Mercuryconcentrations for fish in control lakes in northern
Manitobawere provided by Johnston(Department of Fisheriesand Oceans,
Freshwater Institute, Winnipeg, Manitoba, unpublished data). Fish mercury
concentrations for reservoirs impoundedas part of the La GrandeComplex in
northern Quebecand controllakes in northern Quebecwere provided by Doyon
(GroupeEnvironnement Shoonerlnc., Quebec City, Quebec, unpublished data). Fish
mercury concentrations for Cat Arm Reservoir were reportedby LeDrew, Fudgeand
AssociatesLimited(1992)and mercuryconcentrationsfor fish in LongPond
Reservoir were reportedby Buchanan (1990;1991; 1993; 1994).
Meanmercury concentrationsin northernpike collectedduringsampling
surveys in northern Manitoba reservoirs impounded as part of zheSouthern Indian
Lake/Churchill RiverDiversion Project are shownin Figures 6 and 7. The most
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extensive sampling wasconductedon Southern Indian Lake(Figure6). the most
important reservoir commercially and lssett Lake (Figure7), impounded as part of
Notigi rese rvoir. Fish mercuryconcentrations rose follO'Ning impoundment of
Soulhem Indian Lake and remainedaround 1.0 ppm. The1992 sampling effort
showedtha t mean mercuryconcentrations in northern pikebegan declining towards
baseline levels. Preliminary data from the 1994 samplingeffort showed that mercury
concentrationswere approaching baseline levels (R.A. Bodaly, pen . cc rmn.,
Department of Fish eries and Oceans, Winnipe g, Manitoba, 1995). Mean mercury
concentrations for northern pike collceled from lssett Lake(Figure 1) rose gradually
in the first few years following impoundment andpeaked around 1985. In subsequent
years,the trend was towards decreasing mean mercury concentrations. It wasnot
possible to determine trends for the datacollected from Threepoint, Footprint,
w uskweum, Notigior Rat reservoirs dueto incomplete samplingefforts.
Mean mercuryconcentrations forwalleyesampledin reservoirs impounded as
part of the Southern Indian Lalce/Churchill River DiversionProjectare shown in
Figures 8 and 9. Again, due 10 sporadicsampling, it was not possible to determine
trends for Threepcint, Footprint,wu skwattm , Notigi or Rat reservoirs. Sampling
focusedon twomajor reservoirs,Southern IndianLake and Issett la ke (partof Notigi
reservoir). For walleye sampled in SouthernIndianLake (Figure8), there was an
increasein mean mercury concentrations immediately following impoundment, thena
trend towards decreasing concentrations. The trendwas different for walleye sampled
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(rom JsseuLake (Figure9) where thetrend was a cycle of increasing anddecreasing
mean mercury concentrations.
Mean me rcury co ncentratio ns for lake whitefish sampled in reservoirs
impou ndedas part of the Southern Indian LakelChurchili River DiversionProject are
shown in Figures 10 and 11. As for northernpike and walleye, there were
insuffic ientdata todetermine trends forTh reepoint, Footprint, wuskwatlm, Notigior
Rat reservoir s. Lake whitefish co llected from Sout hern Indi an Lake showed a
dramatic increase in mean mercury concentrations immediatelyfollowing
impoundment (I.e. between197" and 1978) and then a gradual decrease (Figure 10).
Lake whitefish in Southern Indian Lake are expected to rea ch baseline mercury
concentrations within 30 yearsof impoundment (R.A. Bodaly, pers. camm.,
Departmentof Fisheries andOceans, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1995). A similar trend
wasobservedfor lake whitefish collected fromIssett Lake (Figure 11) although with
more variability thanSouthernIndianLake (l.e. Figure10).
The change in mean mercury concentrations through time for northern pike
sampled in Quebecreservoirsis shown in Figure 12. The trends are clearest for the
oldest Quebec reservoirs, LaGrande 2 and Oplnaca. For thesereservoirs, there was
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a gradual increasein mean mercury concentrations, peakingaround 1990 and1992
for La Gran de 2 and Opinaca, respectively. The remaining th ree reservoirs . La
Grande 3. La. Grande 4 and Caniapiscau are yo unger reservoirs andthe trends
observed for mean mercury concentrations in northern pikefrom thesesystems
indicatethe initial rise. The highest mercury concentration for these reservoirs
occurredin the last yearof sampling.
Figure 13 shows the mean mercury concentrations throughtime for walleye
sampled in Quebec reservoirs. In the older reservoirs (La Grande 2 and Opinaca)
mean mercury concentrations rose following impoundment, peaking around 1988 Cor
La Grande 2 and 1990 for Opinaca. Although mercu ry levels have started to decli ne
in these rese rvoirs, it Is important to note that the levels are still roughly four lim es
the Canadian consumption guideline of 0.5 ppm. Peak mercury concentrationsfor
walleyein La Grandt 3 Reservoir coincidedw ith the lastyear of sampling.
Mean mercuryconcentrationsfor Quebec resesvclrlake whitefish arc shown in
Figure 14. As with lake whitefish sampledin Manitoba reservoirs. lhis species
responded differently than the twopiscivorous species previously examined (northern
pike and walleye). Even in the youngest of the Quebec reservoirs, lake whitefish
have started to decline after reaching their maximum. Inall cases, mean mercury
concentrationsare nowbelow theCanadian consumption guideline of 0.5 ppm
mercury.
The temporal uends are similar foreach reservoir when each species is
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consideredseparately (Figure 15). From this figure, it can also be seen that the
trends observed for northern pike, walleye and lake whitefishwere different.
Althoughthe trends were similar within specieswith respect to the changes in mean
mercury concentrations, there was evidenceof inter-reservoir variability(Figure 16),
most notably for the two piscivorous species, northern pike and walleye. Lake
whitefish.a ncn-plsclvorcus species. followedthe same pattern, independent of
reservoir. This ~gure showsmean mercury concentrations plotted against reservoir
age for each of the three speciesexamined. Negative numbers indicate the numberof
years prior 10 impoundment; a value of -3 represents control lakes.
6 3 Newfoundland
Mean mercury concentrationsfor Arctic char and brook trout sampled at Cat
Arm Reservoir are shownin Figure 17. The 0.5 ppm Canadian Guidelinefor
mercury is also indicated. Cat Arm Reservoir was impoundedin 1984, therefore the
1982 data represent preimpoundment mercuryconcentrations. Mean mercury
concentrations peakedaround 1990, six years followingimpoundment,for both
species inhabiting this reservoir. The mean mercury concentration for Arcticchar
surpassedthe Canadian limit in 1986, only two years following the impoundmentof
Cat Arm Lake. Brook trout approached, but never surpassed, the Canadian limit.
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Due to the effect of size on fish mercuryconcentrations, it was of interest 10
knowif the mean mercury concentrations of brook trout or Arctic:char (used in the
analyses) were unduly influenced by a few, larger fish with extreme ly high mercury
concentrations. For each yearof sampling at Cat Arm Reservoir, flesh mercury
concentrationswere plaited against fork length, for Arctic char (Figure 18)and brook
trout (Figure 19). After 1988. Arctic char sampled in Cal Arm demonstrated a
relatively strong podtlv c relationsh ip between mercury concentration and fork length.
This trend was not apparent for Arctic chzr prior to samplingin 1988 and was never
observed for brook trout sampled at Cat Arm (Figures 18 and 19). Because fish
weight is a function of fish length, it was not surprising 10 find similar relalionshilis
betweenflesh mercury concentration and fish weight for Arctic char (Figure20) and
brook trout (Figure 21). Based on Figures 18 - 21, mean mercury concentrations
wererepresentative of the entire sample.
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7.0 RESULTS
7 1 The Models
7.1.1 Model l (Equation 12)
Skill, definedas the closenessof the predictedand observed valuesof the
mercury ratio. increasedfor northern pike with MOOel I for the first samplingperiod
following impoundment (Figure 22A). Model l. based on the Manitoba reservoirs,
worked well at predicting the ratio for La Grande 2 Reservoir. Revised models
overpredlcted the mercury ratio for La Grande 3 and La Grande 4 reservoirsand
underpredlctedthe mercury ratio for OpinacaReservoir. Skill increasedfor the fifth
Quebec reservoir predicted, Caniapiscau, where a model based on four Quebec
reservoirs plus theManitoba reservoirs wasused.
In general the skill of Model I, for peak mercuryconcentrations in northern
pike, improved with the successiveaddition of Quebec reservoirs to those from
Manitoba(Figure22B). For all but La Grande 4 Reservoir, this model
underpredictedthe change in fish mercury concentrations. For La Grande 4, the
model overpredicted the mercury ratio.
The skill of Model I decreased for walleyesampledduring the first period
following impoundment(Figure 23A). The predictedand observed values were close
for the first two Quebecreservoir predictions, La Grande 2 and La Grande 3. When
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a model based on two Quebec reservoirs pius the Manitoba reservoirs was used to
predict the mercury ratio for Opinaca Reservoir, the skill of Model I decreased. This
model undcrp rcdicted the mercury ratio.
The skill of Model I also decreased for walleye sampled at peakmercury
concentrations (Figure 238) . The predicted and observed values were close for the
La Grande 2 and La Grande 3 predictions but not for the Opinaca prediction. The
mercury ratio was underprcdicted for La Grande2 and Opinaca and overpredicted for
La Grande 3.
The skill of Model l , for lhe first sampling period following impoundment for
lake whitefish, increased markedlywith.the successiveaddition of Quebec reservoirs
to those from Manitoba (Figure l~A) . The predicted and observed values were close
for the last two Quebec reservoirs, Opinaca and Caniapiscau. Para meter estimates
from the Manitoba reservoirs underpredicted the mercu ry ratio for La Grande 2
Reservoir. Revised moods ovcrpredfcred the mercury ratio for both La Grande 3 and
La Grande 4 reservoirs.
The skill of Model I also increased with the successive add ition of Quebec
reservoirs for lake whitefish sampled during peak mercu ry concentrations (Figure
240) . Closeness o f the predic ted and observed values increased for both the Opinaca
:IOdCaninplscau reservoirs. A model based on Manitoba reservoirs underpredicted
the observed mercury ratio for La Grande 2. Revised models then cverpredicted the
mercury ratio for both La Grande 3 and La Grande 4 reservoirs .
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Trends in explained varianc e with inc reasing sample size depe nded on species
for Modell, for the first sampling period following impound ment (Figure 25M . Per
walleye the expl ained variance was constant around 90 '1 and around 80 '1 for lake
whi teftsh. Fo r northern pike the explained variance wasin itially high (Mani toba and
La Grande 2), dropped with the successive addition of the next two reservoirs (La
Grand e 3 and La Grande 4) and remaine d constant for the Iast two Quebec reservoirs
predicted, Opinaca and Caniapiscau.
Trend s in explained variance with increasing sample size also depended on
species for Model I, for peak mercury concentrations (Figu re 25U). For walleye. the
explained vari ance decreased slightly. For lake white fish, the expla ined variance wa.'
constant. Northern pike showeda decreasein explainedvariance similar to the trend
noted for northern pike sampled during the first periodfollowing impoundment (e.g.
Figure 2SA).
The explained varianceof Model l was high on a regional basis for the first
sampling period following impoundment (Figure 26A). The explained varianceof
Model I wasgreater than 70" withineach region and again when both regions were
combined for northern pike, walleye and lake whitefish. However, regional
differences were observed. For each of the three species, the explained variancewas
higher for Quebec reservoirs than for Manitoba reservoirs or both regions comblm..xl .
The explained variance of Model I was also high when applied to peak
mercury concentrationson a regional basis (Figure 268). The explained variance of
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ModelI was greater than 80% (or all threespecieswheneach region was considered
separately and greater Ihan75% when the two regionswere combined. For this
model, the explained variance was similar between regions for each of the three
species(northernpike, walleye, and lake whitefish), HoweverI when the regions
were combined , two trends emerged. For northern pike and lake whitefish, the
explained variance decreased when the two regions were combined . For walleye, the
explained variance increased when the two regions were combined.
7.1.2 Modell! (Equation13)
The skill of Model n increasedfor northern pike, for the first samplingperiod
following impoundment (Figure 27A). Skillwas highestfor the last reservoir,
Caniapiscau, whenthe predictedand observedvalueswere almost identical. A model
basedon Manitobareservoirs was goodat predictingthe natural logarithmof the
mercuryratio for La Grande2. Subsequentmodelsoverpredictedthe ratio for both
La Grande3 and La Grande4 and underpredicted the ratio for Opinaca.
The skill of Model II, for peak mercuryconcentrations in northernpike,
increased(Figure27B), The predictedand observedvalues were close whena model
basedon four Quebecreservoirs plus the Manitobareservoirswas used to predict the
fifthQuebecreservoir, Caniapiscau. For all but the La Grande4 prediction, this
modelunderpredicted the natural logarithm of the mercuryratio.
The skill of Model II decreasedslightlyfor walleyesampledduring the first
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sampling period followingimpoundment (Figure 28A). The first two predictions
were close to the observed values but the third prediction had a larger difference
between the predicted and observed values. A model based on two Quebec reservoirs
plus the Manitoba reservoirs underpredicted the natural logarithm of the mercury ratio
for Opinaca Reservoir.
The skillof Model II was constant for walleye sampled at peak mercury
concentrations (Figure 28B). This figure shows that the predicted and observed
values of the natural logarithm of the mercury ratio were close for each prediction .
This model underpredicted the observed value for La Grande2 and Opinacaand
overpredicted the observed value for La Grande3.
The skillof Model II increased for lake whitefish,(or the first sampling
following impoundment (Figure 29A). Initially, a modelbased on the Manitoba
reservoirs underpredictcd the observed value for La Grande2 Reservoir. However,
the successiveadditionof Quebec reservoirs improved lhe skill of this model as the
predictedand observed values were close for La Grande 3, La Grande 4, Opinaca and
Caniapiscau reservoirs.
The skill of Model II increased for lake whitefish sampledduring peak
men:ury concentrations(Figure 29B). A model based on the Manitoba reservoirs
underpredicted the observed value for La Grande 2 Reservoir. The predictedand
observed values were close for the remaining four reservoirs from Quebec, La Grande
3, La Grande 4, Opinaca and Caniapiscau.
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Changes in explainedvariance for Model II dependedon species (or the first
sampling period following impoundment(Figure 30A). The explained variance for
walleyeremainedconstant. For lake whitefish, the explained variance of this model
initially decreasedslightly(La Grande 2) then increasedwith each successive addition
of Quebecreservoirs. FOTnorthern pike, the explainedvarianceincreased when La
Grande 2 Reservoirwas added, decreasedsubstantialy with the successive addition of
the next two Quebecreservoirs (La Grande 3 and La Grande 4), and increased
slightly with the successiveaddition of the two remainingQuebec reservoirs (Opinaca
and Caniapiscau).
Trends in the explainedvariancewith increasing sample size wit:' Model II
dependedon species for peak mercury concentrations (Figure30B). The explained
variance for lake whitefish was constant. For walleye, the explained variance
decreased slightly with the successive addition of each reservoir from Quebec. For
northern pike, the explainedvariance decreased.
Regional trends in the explained varianceof Model II depended on species
when applied (0 the first sampling period followingimpoundment(Figure 31A). The
explained variance was greater than 80% for walleyeand lake whitefish for both
Manitoba and Quebec reservoirs. For northern pike the explainedvariance was
around 80% (or Manitoba reservoirs and around 70% for Quebec reservoirs. When
the two regions were combined, the explainedvariancefor walleye and lake whitefish
remained high at around 80%. For northern pike, the explained variance decreased to
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around 55%.
Regional trends in explained variance o f Model II also depended on species
when applied 10 peak mercury concentrat ions (F igure 3IB). The explained variance
was high for northern pike, walleye and lake whitefish both within Manitobaand
Quebecand whenthe two regions were combined. Explained varianceswere
comparablebetween regions for walleyeand lake whitefish. For northern pike, Ihe
explained variance decreased when the two regions were combined.
72 Equations with Parameter Est jmateS __ MOOch I and II CEmmljoDs 12 and J3l
Parameter estimates for Model I (equatio n 12) were derived (or each of the
three species (northernpike, walleye, and lake whitefish) for Manitoba reservoirs,
Quebec reservoirs and all the reservoirs combined fOT both the first sampling period
following impoundment (equations 14 - 22)and peakmercury concentrations
(equations23 - 31).
MANITOBA: FIRST SAMPLING FOL LOWlNG IMPOUNDMENT
Northern Pike
Walleye
R),j= 1.305 D + 2.480 X 10-7 E
RM = 0.846 D + 2.951 X 10-1 E
( 1'1)
(15)
lake Whitefish RM =7.504 D + 3 .060 X 10-1 E
9'
(16)
QUEBEC: FIRST SAMPU NG FOllOWING IMPOUNDMENT
Northern Pike
Walleye
Lake Whitefish
R.. "" 25.800 D + 1.000X 10-- E
Riot = 16.325 D + 2.200 X 10-7 E
R.. == 10.948 D + 2.600 X 1O~7 E
(17)
(18)
(19)
COMBINED: FIRST SAMPLING FOLLOWING IMPOUNDMENT
Northe rn Pike
Walleye
Lake Whitefish
RM .,. 1.666 0 + 2.300 X 10-1 E
RM "" 0.892 D + 3.151 X 10- 1 E
Ru I:: 7.576 D + 2.970 X 10-7 E
(20)
(21)
(22)
MANITOBA: MAXI~tUM MERCU RY CONCENTRATIONS
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Northem Pike
Walleye
LakeWhit-:fish
R", = 1.960 D + 2.830 X 10-1 E
R... c 0.937 D + 3.792 X 10-1 E
R., .. 7.568 D + 3.550 X 10-1 E
(23)
(24)
QUEBEC: MAXIMUMMERCURYCONCENrRATIONS
NonhemPike
Walleye
Lake Whilefish
R... "" 29.872 D + 1.900X 10-1 E
R.. = 14.227 0 + 3.300 X 10-1 E
R., =1.693 D + 2.700 X 10-1 E
(26)
(27)
(28)
COMBINED: MAXIMUM MERCURY CONCENTRATIONS
Northem Pike R... =2.088 D + 3.320 X 10-1 E (29)
Waleye
Lake Whitefish
R.. "" 0.962 0 + 4.004 X 10- 7 E
R.. - 14.177 0 + 3.430 X 10- 7 E
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(30)
(31)
Similarly, parameterestimates for Model II (equation 13) werederivedfor each of the
three species for Manitoba reservoirs, Quebec reservoirs and all the reservoirs
combined for both the firsl sampling period following impoundment (equations 32 -
(0) and peak mercury concentrations (equations 41 - 49).
MANITOBA: FIRSTSAMPLING FOLLOWING IMPOUNDMENT
Northern Pike
Walleye
Lake Whitefish
R.. "" e
(0.451 D + 7.8.50' 10-' E) (32)
(0.245 D + 9.830, 10-' E) (33)
(1.911 D + 8.500 X 10-' E) (34)
QUEBEC: FIRSTSAMPLINGFOLLOWING IMPOUNDMENT
Northern Pike R
M
"" e (8.9690 + 2.700 X 10-1 E) (3.5)
Walleye
Lake Whi tefi sh
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(4.3080 + 8.800 X 10-' E)
RM 'C C (36)
{3.799 D + 8.700 X 10· ' E)
R", = e (37)
COMBINED: FIRST SAMPLINGFOLLOWINGIMPOUNDMENT
Northern Pike
Walleye
Lake Whitefish
RM = e
R", = e
R", = C
(0.616 D + 6.280 X 10-1 E) (38)
(0.2490 + 1.056 X 10-' E) (39)
(1.922 D + 9.100 X 10- 1 E) (40)
MANITOBA: MAXIMUM MERCURY CONt~NTRATIONS
Northern Pike
Walleye
Lake Whitefish
Rio! = e
(0.7430 + 9.430 x 10-' E) (41)
(1.937 D + 9.800 X 10-1 E) (43)
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QUEBEC : MAX IMUM MERCURY CONCENTRATIONS
Nort hern Pike
Walleye
Lake Whitefish
(7.477 0 + 7.200 X io-' E)
Riot = e (44)
(3.358 D + 1.180 X 10-1 E) (45)
(4.331 D + 9.400 X W ' E)
RM = e (46)
COMBINED: MAX IMUM MERC URY CONCENTRATIONS
Northern Pike
Walleye
LakeWhitefish
7:} NewfQundland Predictions
RN =e
(0.774 D + 1.061 X 10-7 E) (47)
(0.443 D + 1.208 X W ' E) (48)
(1.958 D + 1.040 X 10-' E) (49)
7.3.1 Different Species -- Car Ann Sa!monids
Model I failed to predictthe mercury ratio for brooktrout (Figure 32)or
Arctic char (Figure 33) in Cat Arm either for the first sampling periodfollowing
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impoundment or peak mercury concentrations. The parameterestimates derived for
lake whitefishfrom each of Manitobareservoirs, Quebec reservoirs, andall the
reservoirs combined, greatly overpredicted the observed mercury ratio.
Model II overpred icted the observed ratio for brook trout (F igure 34) or
Arctic char (Figure 35) in Cat Arm for the first sampling period following
impoundment or peak mercury concentrations. The parameter estimates derived for
lake whitefish from Manitobareservoirs. Quebecreservoirs and all the reservoirs
combined, cverpredicted the observedratio.
7.3.2 D!ffert nt Reservoirs •• The Long Pond Prediction
Mean mercury concentrations of ouananiche and brook trou t in Lo ng Pond
Reservoir before and afte r reimpoundment arc shown in Figure 36 . Model I failed to
predict the mercury ratio for brook trout (Figure 37) or ouanantcbc (Figure 38) in
Long Pond for the first sampling period following reimpoundmentor peak mercury
concentrations followingreimpoundment. Parameter estimates derived for lake
whitefish from each of Manitoba reservoirs, Quebec reservoirs, and all the reservoirs
combined,overpredicted the observed mercury ratio.
Model II failed to predict the natural logarithm of the mercury ratio for brook
trout (Figure 39) or ouananiche(Figure40) in Long Pond for the first sampling
periodfollowingreimpoundment or peak mercuryconcentrations. Parameter
estimates derived for lake whitefishfrom Manitoba reservoirs, Quebecreservoirs, and
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all the reservoirscombined, overpredicted the observedratio.
74 Revision of Models I and II
A close look at the parameter estimatesfor the three original speciesused in
these analyses (northern pike, walleye, and lake whitefish) provided some insight into
the problemof large overprcdictions. Changesin fish mercury concentrations have
beenrelatedto both a dilution term and an enrichmentterm. Giventhai the food
chain is the primary pathway for mercuryaccumulation in fish (e.g. Hall et 01.,
1994), onewould expect the dilution term 10be negligible in these models. Jostell" ,
the dilution Ir.rm was dictating the outcome of Models I and II (i.e. equations 14 -
49).
Both models were revisedby eliminating the dilution term. Equation12
becomes:
(50)
where E - (AR - AJ by-I AIl - l.J l l and bE]is an estimate of klcs (equation 8).
Similarly , equation 13 becomes:
(51)
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wherebll4 is an estimateof k1Cs (equation11).
These two new models wereevaluated following the same procedure asModel
I and Model II.
7 5 The ReYised Models
7.5.1 Model lJl (Equation50)
The skill of Model III for northern pike increasedwith the successiveaddition
of Quebec reservoirs for the first sampling period following impoundment (Figure
41A ). The predicted and observed values were close for the first prediction, La
Grande 2. The predicted and observed values were also close when a mode l based on
fou r Quebec reservoirs plus the Manitoba reservoi rs was used to predict the fifth
Quebec reservoir, Caniaplscau. Revised models overpredicted the mercury ratio (or
both La Grande 3 and LaGrande4 and underpredicted the mercury ratio for Opinaca
Reservoir.
The skillof Modei III for northern pikeincreased for peak mercury
concentrations(Figure 418). In general, thedifferencebetween predicted and
observed valuesdecreasedas reservoirs wereadded in succession. For all but La
Grande4 Reservoir, this model underpredictedthe change in fish mercury
concentrations.
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The skill of Model III for walleye decreased when applied to the first sampling
periodfollowing impoundment (Figure 42A). The predicted and observed values
were close for both the La Grande 2 and La Grande 3 predictions. The difference
betweenpredicted and observed valueswas greaterfor the Opinacaprediction . A
modelbasedon Iwo Quebecreservoirsplusthe Manitoba reservoirsunderpredicted
this ratio.
The skill of Model III remainedconstant for walleye when applied to peak
mercury concentrations (Figure 428). This model underpredicted the observed
mercuryratio for La Grande2 and Opinaca and cvcrpredicted the ratio for La Grande
3.
The skill of Model III for lake whitefish increased with the successiveaddition
of reservoirs for the first sampling periodfollowing impoundment (Figure43A). The
differencebetween the predicted and observedvalues was less for the last two
reservoirs,Opinacaand Caniapiscau. This figureshows that a modelbasedon the
Manitoba reservoirs underpredicted La Grande2 Reservoir. Revisedmodels
overpredicted themercuryratio for La Grande3 and La Grande4 reservoirs and
underpredicted the ratio for Opinacaand Caniapiscau.
The skill of Model III (or lakewhitefish increased (or peak mercury
concentrations (Figure43B). The predicted and observed valueswere closerfor the
last twoQuebecreservoirspredicted, Opinaca and Caniapiscau. For this model,the
observed values for La Grande2, Opinaca and Caniapiscau were underpredicted while
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theobserved values{orLa Grande3and La Grande 4 wereoverpredicted.
Trendsin explained variancewith increasing sample size dependedon species
for the first sampling period following impoundment (Figure 44A). For walleye. the
explainedvariance remainedconstantat around90% whenreservoirs fromQuebec
wereaddedin succession . For lake whitefish, the explained varianceincreased with
the successiveadditionof Quebec reservoirs. For northern pike, the explained
variance was ini tially high (Manitoba and La Grande 2), drop ped wit h the successive
additionof the next two reservoirs (La Grande3 and La Grande 4) and remained
constant with the successiveadditionof the remainingtwo Quebec reservoirs (Opinaca
andCaniapiscau).
Trendsin explainedvariancewith increasing sample size also dependedon
species for peak mercury concentrations (Figure 44A). The explained variancefor
walleye remained constant (greater than90%) as Quebecreservoirs were added in
succession. The explainedvariance for lake whitefishincreased as reservoirs from
Quebec wereadded in succession. For northern pike, the trend in explainedvariance
wassimilar to the oneobserved when Model III was appliedto the first sampling
periodfollowing impoundment (i.e . Figure 44A). In general, theexplainedvariance
washigher for each of the threespecies whcn Model III was applied to peak mercury
concentrations than when this model wasappliedto the first sampling period
following impoundment.
Regionaltrendsin explained variance of Model l1Idepended on species for the
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firstsampling periodfollowing impoundment (Figure 4SA) . For eachof the three
species theexplainedvariance of Model III wasgenerallygreater than 70% within
eachregion Ii.e. Manitobaand Quebec). The exceptionswere lakewhitefish in
Manitoba (explainedvariance around 45%) and northern pike in Quebec (explained
variancearound50%). When the two regionswere combined,trends differedfor
each species. For walleye,theexplained variance remained unchanged. for lake
whitefish, the explained variance was higher thanManitobareservoirs bUI
substantially lower thanQuebecreservoirs. For northernpike theexplainedvariance
washigher than Quebec reservoirs but lower thanManitobareservoirs.
Regionaltrends in explained variance (or Model III also dependedon species
for peak mercuryconcentrations (Figure 458). The variance explained by Ihis model
wasgreater than 70% for eachof the three species when the regions were considered
separately. The exception wasManitobalake whitefish, which hadan explained
variancearound50%. Three differenttrends wereobserved when the regionswere
combined. For walleye, the explainedvarianceremainedconstant. The explained
variance for lake whitefishwasslightlyhigher thanManitobareservoirs but
substantiallylower thanQuebee reservoirs. For northernpike. the explainedvariance
washigher than Quebecreservoirs but less thanManitoba reservoirs.
7.5.2 Mode/IV (Equation 51)
The skill of Model IV for northern pike increased for the first samplingperiod
lOS
(ollowing impoundment (Figure 46A) and remained constant, except (or the last
prediction where slcill increased. (or peak mercury conttntrations (Figure 468). As
reservoirs were added in successtcn, the predict ed and observed values became closer
for the rust sampling period following impoundment. For thelast prediction,
Caniapiscau, the observed and predicted values were a1mo$t identical when a model
basedon four Quebecreservoirs plus the Manitoba reservoirs was used. For peak
mercury concentrations, this model underpredictcd lhe observed value, with the
exception of La Grande4.
The skill of ModelIV for walleyedecreasedfor the first sampling period
following impoundment (Figure 47A) and remainedconstant for peakmercury
concentrations (Figure 478) . For the first sampling period following impoundment,
the observed and predicted values were close for the first two predictions. This
model underprcdieted the observed ratio for La Grande 2 and overpredicted the ratio
for La Grande 3. The difference betweenpredicted and observed valueswas greater
(or the last prediction, Opinaca. For peak mercuryeoncenuauons the predicted and
observed values were close in each case.
The skill of Model IV (or lake whitefish increased for the first sampling
period (ollowing impoundment (Figure 48A) and peak mercuryconcentrations (Figu re
48B). Skill increased(or the second reservoir prediction, La Grande3 and with the
successive addition of each Quebec reservoir. Thepredictedand observed values
were closefor La Grande 3, La Grande 4, Opinaca and Caniapiscaureservoirs.
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Trends in explainedvariance for Model IV with increasingsample size
depended on speciesfor the first samplingperiod followingimpoundment (Figure
49A). For walleye, the explained variance remained constant around 95%. Fo r lake
whitefish, theexplainedvarianceincreasedwith thesuccessive addition of reservoirs.
The explainedvariancefor northernpikeincreased with theadditionof La Grande2,
decreased substantially wilh the successive addition of La Grande 3 and La Grande 4,
and increased with the addition of the remaining two Quebec reservoirs (Opinacaand
Canbplsca uj.
Trends in explained variance for Model IV with increasing sample size also
depended on speciesfor peak mercuryconcentrations (Figure49B). The explained
variance for lake whitefish increased with the successive addition of Quebec
reservoirs. For walleye,the explainedvariance remainedconstant around 95%. For
northern pike, the explained variance remained constantaround90%when the first
two Quebecreservoirs (La Grande2 andLa Grande 3) wereaddedto those from
Manitoba. Forthe La Grande4 prediction, the explained variancedropped to about
80%. This level of explainedvariancewasmaintained for the remaining two
reservoirs.
Regional trends in explainedvariance for ModelIV depended on species for
the firstsamplingperiod followingimpoundment (Figure SOA). In general, within
each region, theexplainedvariancewas high (greaterthan 70%) for each species.
For Manitoba lake whitefish, theexplainedvariancewas around 50% and for Quebec
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north ern pike theexplained variance was around 201 . Th ree tren ds were o bserved
when the reg ions were combined . For walleye, the explai ned variance remained
constant around 90" . For lake whitefis h , the ex plained variance wasgreater than
Man itoba reservoirs but substant ially lower lhan Quebec reservoirs . For no rthern
pike. the explainedvariance was substantially lower thanManitoba reservo irs but
substantialy higherthan Quebec reservoirs.
Regionaltrends in explained variance for Model IV for peak mercury
conce ntrations depended on species (Figu re 50B) . For wal leye and northe rn pike, the
explained varianceswere comparable be tweenManitoba and Quebec and when the
two regions werecombined. For lale whitefish. the explained varianceof the
combined reserveln W aJ greater than Manitoba reservoirs bUI less man Que bec
reservoirs.
6 6 EquatiQnS with Pa ljlmd er Estimates for Mod el1 111 and IV (Eq uations 50 and..ll'l
Parameter estimates for Model III werederived for eachof the three species
based on Manitoba reservoirs. Quebec rese rvoirs and all the reservoirscombined.
Parameter estimates were made for both the first sampling periodfollowing
impoundment (equations 52 - 60) and peak mercuryconcentrations (equations 61 -
69).
MANITOBA: FIRST SAMPLlNG FOLLOWING IMPOUNDMENT
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Northern Pike
Walleye
Lake Whitefish Rio! '" 4 .111X 10-' E
(52)
(53)
(54)
QUEBEC: FIRSTSAMPLING FOLLOWING IMPOUNDMENT
Northern Pike
Walleye
Lake Whitefish
(55)
(56 )
(57)
COMBINED: FIRST SAMPLING FOLLOWING IMPOUNDMENT
Northern Pike RJ,l '" 2.555X 10-1 E (58)
Walleye
Lake Whitefi sh
RM "" 3.304 X 10- 1 E
RM :; 3.860 X 10- 1 E
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(59)
(60)
MANITOBA: MAXIMUM MERCURY CO NCENT RATIONS
Northern Pike
Walleye
Lake Whitefi sh
RM :r: 3.203 It 10- 1 E
RM '" 3.973 It 10-1 E
RM ." 4.609 X 10-1 E
(61)
(62)
(63)
QUEBEC: MAXIMUM MERCURY CONCENTRATIONS
NorthemPike
Walleye
Lake Whitefi sh
RM :; 4.377 X 10-1 E
RM "" 4.805 X 10- 7 E
Riot = 3.900 X 10-7 E
(64)
(65)
(66)
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COMBINED: MAXIMUM MERCURY CONCENTRA TIONS
Northern Pike
Walleye
Lake Whil~lish
R.. "" 3.636 X 10-1 E
RM Ie 4.335 X 10-7 E
(67)
(68)
(69)
Parameterestimates for Model IV werederived for each of the three speciesbased on
Manitoba reservoirs. Quebec reservoirs and all the reservoirs combined. Parameter
estimates were derived for both the first sampling period follow ing impoundment
(equations 70 - 78) and peakmercuryconcentrations (equations 79 - 87).
MANITOBA: FI RST SAMPLING FOLLOWING IMPOUNDMENT
Non hem Pike
Walleye
Lake Whitefish
RN "" e
(8.720 x 10 - 1 E)
(1.114 X 10-' E)
(70)
(71)
(72)
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QUEBEC: FIRST SAMPLING FOLLOWlNG IMPOUNDMENT
Northem Pike
Walleye
Lake Whitefish
R.. '" e
RM '" e
(4.660 X 10-' E)
(1.320 X 10-1 E)
(1.182 X 10-1 E)
(73)
(74)
(75)
COMBINED: FIRST SAMPLINGFOLLOWINGIMPOUNDMENT
NorthernPike (7.220 X IO~ ' E)
R11 ::: e (76)
Walleye
Lake Whitefish
R.. =e
(1.099 X 10-' E)
(1.141 X W 'E)
(77)
(78)
MANITOBA: MAXIMUM MERCURY CONCENTRATIONS
Northern Pike (1.086 x 10-1 E)
RM = e (79)
Waleye
R.. = e
(1.209 X 10-1 E)
(80)
Lake Whitefish (1.256 X 10-1 E)
Riot "" e
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(81)
QUEBEC: MAXIMUM MERCURY CONCENTRATIONS
Northern Pike (1.337 X 10"' E) (82)R.. = e
Walleye
Riot '"e
(I .S28 X 10"' E) (83)
LakeWhitefish (1.301 X 10-1 E) (84)RM '" e
COMBINED: MAXIMUM MERCURYCONCENTRATIONS
Northern Pike
Walleye
(85)
(86)
LakeWhitefish
RM "" e
(1.274 X 10"' E) (81)
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77 NewfQundland Pre djctjons Using Models JII and IV
7. 7.1 Different Species -- Cat Ann Sa/monids
Model JIl was good at predicting the mercury ratio for brook trout (Figure 51)
and Arctic char (F igure 52) in Cat Arm for the lirst sampling period following
impoundment and peak mercury concentrations. The predicted and observed values
wereclosewhen parameter estimates were made for lake whitefish from each of
Manitoba reservoirs, Quebec reservoirs. andall thereservoirs combined.
Model IV was good at predicting the natural logarithm of the mercury ratio
for brook trout in Ca t Arm for both the first sampling period following impoundment
(Figur e 53A) and peakmercury concentrations (Figure 5 3B). The predicted and
obse rved values were close . For the first sampling period followi ng impo undment the
observed values were overpredtctedand for peak mercury concentrations the observed
values were underpredicted.
Model IV was able to predict the natural logarithm of the mercury ratio for
Arctic char in Cat Arm for the first sampling period following impoundment (Figure
54A) . The prediction was close for peak mercury concentrations (Figure 548). The
observedratio was predicted by the parameter estimates derived for lake whitefish
from each of Manitoba reservoirs, Quebec reservoirs, and all reservoirs combined,
for the first sampling period following impoundment. For peak mercury
concentrations, the observed valueswere slightly underpredlcted.
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7.7.2 Different Reservoirs - The LongPondPrediction
Model III was good at predicting the mercury ratio for brook trout (Figure 55)
and ouananiche(Figure 56) in Long Pond for the first sampling following
rcimpoundment andpeak mercuryconcentrationsafter reimpoundment. Thepredicted
andobserved valueswereclose whenparameter estimates for Manitoba reservoirs,
Quebec reservoirs, and all lhe reservoirs combined, were used. The observed values
were slightly undcrpredictcd by this model.
Model IV was good at predicting the natural logarithm of the mercury ratio
for brook trout in Long Pond for both the first sampling period following
reirnpoundmcnl (Figure57A)and peak mercuryconcentrations (Figure 578). The
predicted and observed values were close for the first sampling period and identical
for peak mercuryconcentrations.
Model IV was also good at predicting the natural logarithm of the mercury
ratio for ouananichein long Pond for both the first sampling period following
reimpoundment (Figure 58A) and peak mercury concentrations (Figure 58B). The
observed values were slightly overpredicted by parameter estimates (rom Manitoba
reservoirs. Quebec reservoirs and all the reservoirs combined.
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Figure22 Predicted (.) andobserved (,,) valuesof the mercury rauofor nonhcrn
pike, for Model I using: (A) the firstsampling following impoundment; and(B) the
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Figure 23 Predicted( ) andobserved('t') valuesof themercuryratio (or walleye, for
Model I using: (A) the first sampling following impoundment; and (B) the peak
mercury concentration.
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Figure24 Predicted (.) and observed ('t') values of the mercury rano for lake
whitefish, for Modell using: (A) the firstsampling following impoundment;and(B)
the peak mercury concentration.
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Figure 27 Predicted ( ) and observed ( . ) values of the natura! loganthm of the
mercury ratio for northern pike, using Model II fer: (A) the first sampling period
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Flgure 28 Predicted ( ) and observed ( 'f) values of the natural loganthm of the
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Figure 29 Predicted (e) and observed (T) values of the natural loganthm of the
mercury ratio for lake whitefish, for Model II using: (A) the first sampling period
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Figure 30 Explainedvanance of ModelII for northern pfke (-) , walleyeCl'), and lake
whitefish(.), by reservoir for: CA)the first sampling periodfollowingimpoundment;
and (B) the peak mercury concentrations.
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Figu re 32 Predicted (- ) and ob served (.,) values of the me rcury rauo for brook trout
in Cal Arm Reservoir using Model I for: CA) the first sampling following
impoundment; and (B) the peak mercury concentration.
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Figure 33 Pred icted (. ) and observed (''t') values of the me rcury ratio fOI Arctic char
in Cat Arm Reservoir using Model I for: (A) the first sampling following
impoundment; and (B) thepeak mercury concentration .
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Figure 34 Predicted ( ) and observed (.) values of the natural log of the mercury
ratio for brook trout in Cat Arm using Model II for: (A) first sampling following
impoundment; and (B)peak mercury concentration.
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Figure 3S Predicted (.) and observed (Y) valuesof the naturallogof themercury
ratio for Arctic char in Cat Arm using Model II for: (A) first sampling following
impoundment: and (B) peak mercury concentration.
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Figure 36 Meanmercury concentrationsof ouananiche and brook troutsampled in
Long Pondafter reimpoundment.The yearof rcimpoundmcnt (F) andthe Canadian
consumption guideline oEO.S ppm mercury are shown.
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Figure 37Predicted(. ) andobserved C''' ) values of themercuryratio for LongPond
brook trout using Model I for: (Al first sampling following reimpoundment; and (B)
peak mercury concentration.
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Figure 38 Predicted( ) and observed(Y)valuesof the mercuryrauc for Long Pond
ouananicheusingModel I for: (A) first sampling followingrelmpoundmcet; and (8)
peak mercury concentratio n.
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FI&\lrc39 Predicted (e) and observed ('t') val ues of the natural log of the mercury
ratio for Long Pond brook trout using M'XJel II for: (A) first sampling foUowing
rei mpoundment; and (8) peak mercury concentration.
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Fii\Jre 40 Predicted( ) andobserved (.,.)values of the natura!Jog of the mercury
ratio for Long Pond ouananiche using Model II Cor: (A) first sampling following
reimpoundment; alld (8) peakmercury concentration.
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F1gvre41 Predicted (.) andobserved (T) values of the mercury ratio for northern
pike, for ModelIII using: (A) thefirst sampling following impoundment; and (B) the
peak mercury concentration.
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Figure 42 Predic ted (.) and observed ('r) values of the mercury ratio for walleye, for
Model III using: (A) the tirst sampling following impoundment: and (B) the peak
mercury concentration.
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Figure43 Predicted (. ) and observed ( .,.) values of the mercury ratio for lake
whitefish, for ModelIII using:(A) the first samplingfollowingimpoundment; and (B)
the peak mercury concentration.
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Figure 44Explamed vananceof Model lJl for northern pIke(.), walleye(y), and lake
whitefish (.) plotted byreservoir using: (Althefirstsampling followingimpoundment;
and (8) the peak mercuryconcentration.
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Figure4SExplamedvanance of ModelIIIfor northern pike('), walleye(y), andlake
whitefish (.) by region and when combined for: (A) the first samplingfollowing
impoundment; and (B) thepeak mercuryconcentration.
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Figure 46 Predicted (-) and observed (.) values of the natural logarithm of the
mercury ratio for nonbem pike, for Model IV using: (A) the first sampling period
following impoundment; and(B) the peak mercury concentration .
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Figure 47 Predicted (.) and observed ( Y) values of the natural logarithm of the
mercuryratiofor walleye, for Model IV using: (A)the firstsamplingperiodfollowing
impoundment; and (8) the peak mercuryconcentrations.
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Figure 48 Predicted Ce) andobserved (T) valuesof the natural logarithm of the
mercury ratio for lake whitefish, forModel IV using: CA) the first sampling period
followingimpoundment;and (8) thepeakmercury concentrations.
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Figure 49 Explained variance of Model IV for northern pike (-) , walleye {'f}, and
lake whitefish (.) , by reservoir for: CA) the first sampling period following
impoundment; and(B)thepeakmercuryconcentrations.
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Figure 50 Explamedvariance of Model IV for northern pike Ce), walleye ( 't'), and
lake whitefish (-) . for each region and when combined for: (A) the first sampling
following impoundment; and (8) the peak mercury concentrations.
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Figure51 Predicted (.) andobserved(.) values of themercury ratiofor brooktrout
in Cat Arm Reservoir using Model III for: (A) the first sampling following
impoundment; and(B) the peakmercuryconcentraucn.
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Flgu re 51 Predicted ( ) and observed ( 't') values of the mercury rauo for Arctic char
in Cat Arm Reservoir using Model III ror: (A) the first sampling following
impoundment; and (B) Utepeak mercury concentration.
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Figure S3 Predicted (e) and observed ( -r) values of the natural log of the mercury
ratio for brooktrout in Cat Arm usingModel IV for: (A) first sampling following
impoundment; and(B)peak mercury concentration.
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Figure S4 Predicted (-) and observed (".) values of the natural log of the mercury
ratio foc Arctic char in Cat Arm using Model IV for: (A) first sampling following
impoundment; and (B) peak mercury concentration.
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Figure 5S Predicted(.) andobserved (,,') valuesof the mercury ratio for LongPond
brook troutusing Model II1for: (A) firstsamplingfollowing reimpoundment; and (B)
peak mercury concentration.
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F1&ure S6 Predicted ( ) and observed C't') valuesof the mercury rauo for Long Pond
ouananichcusing Model III for: (A)first sampling following reimpoundmcnl; and(B)
peak mercury concentration.
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Figu re 57 Predicted (.) and observed ( 't) values of the natural log of the mercury
ratio for Long Pond brook trout using Model IV for: (A) first sampling following
reimpoundment; and (B)peak mercury concentration.
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Figure S8 Predicted (I) and observed Ct') values of the natural log of the mercury
ratio for Long Pond ouananiche using Model IV (or: (A) first sampling following
relmpoundmem: and (B) peak mercury concentration.
8.0 DISCUSSION
8 I Model I II IU and IV (Equations 12 13 :SQ 51)
8.1./ Modell
Model J performed well for both the first sampling period following
impoundment and peak mercury concentrations for northern pilee(Figure 22), walleye
(Figure 23), and lake whitefish (Figure 24). For two of the three species, the skill
increased with the last Quebec reservoir since a model based on four Quebec
reservoirs plus the Manitoba reservoirs was good at predicting the mercury ratio (or
both northern pike and lakewhitefishin CaniapiscauReservoir. For walleye,
Opinaca Reservoir wasthe last Quebec reservoir to bepred icted and the skill of
Model I decreased. It wasinteresting that bothof the plsctvcrous species (northern
pike and walteye) showeda substantial differencebetween thepredicted andobserved
values for Opinaca Reservoir. Thb trend was not observed for lake whitefish, a first
level carnivore , in Opinaca Reservoir. This cannot beattri buted to differing food
habits because the skill of this model was good for other Quebec reservoir
predictions, for eachof thethree species.
Theexplained variance of Model I remained high with increased sample size
(Figure 25) and despite change in region (Figure 26) for both the first sampling
period following Impccndmemand peak merccry concentrations. As reservoirs were
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added in succession, the explainedvariance remained constant for walleyeand lake
whitefish. For northernpike, there was a decreasein explained variance. The
explained variance for Manitoba reservoirs. Quebec reservoirs and all the reservoirs
combined, wasgreater than70% for each of the threespecies examined.
ModelI did not accuratelypredict themercuryratio for satmonids(brook
trout and Arctic char) in Cat Arm Reservoir. For both the first sampling period
following impoundment and peak mercuryconcentrations, theobservedmercury ratio
for brook trout (Figure 32) and Arctic char (Figure33) was greatly overpredictcd
because the dilution term was far more influential than the enrichment lerm.
Predominance of the dilutionterm wasalso inconsistent with the findingsof Hallet
01. (1994) who demonstrated the food web was the primary pathway for mercury
accumulationby fish.
Model I was similarly unsuccessful at predicting the mercury ratio for brook
trout and ouananiche following the reimpoundment of Long Pond Reservoir. This
model greatlyoverpredicted the observed value of the mercury ratio for brook trout
(Figure 37) and ouananiche (Figure 38). Parameterestimates for lake whitefish were
used to predict brook trout and ouananichebut it was unlikelythat this alone caused
such a difference between the predlctedand observed values. It is more likely that
the problem of an inaccuratedilution term worsenedfor Long Pond due to the very
small change in area associated with its reimpoundment.
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8.1.2 Mode1/1
Model II performed well for northern pike (Figure 21), walleye (Figure 28),
and lakewhitefish(Figure 29), for both thefirst sampling period following
impoundment andpeak mercury concentrations. The predicted and observed values
of the natural logarithm of the mercury ratio were close for each of the three species.
The largest differences between the predicted and observed values occurred for the
plscivorous northern pike. It appeared ModelII worked better for walleye and Jake
whitefish than for northern pike.
The explained variance for Model II was generally high when applied for
increasingsample size (Figure 30) and across two regions (Figure 31) for both the
first sampling period following impoundment and peak mercury concentrations.
Explained variances tended to be greater than85~ for each of the three species.
However, there were definite trends among species. As reservoirs were added in
succession. the explained variance for northern pike decreased. One possible
explanation for this is the low explained varianceobserved for northern pike in
Quebec reservoirs.
Model II failed to predict the natural logarithmof the mercury ratio for either
brook trout or Arctic char in Cat Arm Reservoi r, when applied to either the first
samplingperiod following impoundment or peak mercury concentrations. For peak
mercuryconcentrations, this modelwas goodat predictingthe natural logarithm of
the mercury ratio for brook trout (Figure 34) and Arctic char (Figure 35). But, when
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applied to the first sampling period following impoundment. there was a far greater
differencebetween the predicted and observed values. One possible explanationfor
the failure oflhis model is species differences. However, it is more likely that this
difference wasa result of an overlyinfluential dilutionterm.
Model II failed to predict the natural logarithm of the mercury ratio for brook
troutor ouananlche in Long PondReservoir following reimpoundmcnt. Por boththe
first sampling period following reimpoundment and peak mercury concentrations. the
natural logarithm of the mercury ratio was greatly overpredicted for brook trout
(Figure 39) and ouananiche (Figure 40). One explanation for the difference between
predicted and observed values is species differences. However, the difference
between predicted and observed values is more likely due to an inaccurate model.
8.l.3 ModelJlJ
Model III, a revision of Model I , performedas well as Model l for northern
pike (Figure 41), walleye (Figure 42), and lake whitefish (Figure 43) , for both the
first samplingperiod following impoundmentand peak mercury concentrations. The
difference between the predicted and observed values was small, except for northern
pike and walleye in one reservoir, Opinaca. The skill of this model increased for
northern pike and lake whitefish but decreased for walleye. One explanationfor the
different trends in skill is the difference in the number of reservoirs with each
species. Northern pike and walleye were present in all five Quebec reservoirs while
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walleye were only present in three .
Trendsin explained variancefor ModelIII for both the first samplingperiod
following impoundmentand peak mercuryconcentrations depended on speciesboth
within (Figure 44) and among (Figure 45) regions. The explained variance was high
for northern pike and walleye but not for lake whitefish. One explanation is regional
differences in lake whitefish popu lations. The explained variance was low for
Manitoba lake whitefish but high for Quebec lake whitefish. When the two regions
were combined, the overal l explained variance was reduced.
ModellIl, unlikeModels I andII, predicted themercuryratio for Cat Arm
brook trout (Figure 51) and Arctic char (Figure 52) for both the firs t sampling period
roJlowing impoundment andpeakmercury concentrations. It wasinteresting that
ModelIIIconsistently predicted too Iowa ratiofor peak mercuryconcentrations.
Oneexplanation maybe differencesin the evolutionof mercury regimesin Cat Arm
compared to the mainland reservoirs. Lake whitefish mercurylevels roserapidly
following impoundment in Manitobaand Quebec but brooktroutand Arcticchar in
CatArm tookseveral years 10 reach peak mercuryconcentrations. Smail fish size
and low growth ratesin Newfoundlandfish suggest that limitedfood intakemay
occur, which couldreduce mercuryaccumulation .
ModelIII wasalso goodat predicting the mercury ratio for brook trout
(Figure 55)and ouananiche (Figure 56) in LongPond Reservoir for both the first
sampling period following reimpoundment andpeak mercuryconcentrations. For
IS7
both species the predictedvalues were close 10theobserved valuesof the ~rcury
ratio. The predictedlackof change in themercury concentrationof brook trout and
ouanan iche in Long Pond following reimpoundment wu confirmed by the observrtt
lack of change.
8.1,4 Model IV
Model IV. a revision of Model II, performed as well as Model II for northern
pike (Figure 46), walleye(Figure 47), and lake whitefish (Figure 48), for both the
first sampling period following impoundment and peak mercury concentrations. The
skill of this model was better for walleye and lakewhitefish than for northern pike.
Trends in explained variance for Model IV when applied 10 both the first
sampling period following impoundmentand peak mercuryconcentraLions depended
on specieswithin (Figure49) andamong (FigureSO)regions. With increasing
sample size, the explained variance for walleye washigh. For lake wh itefish, the
explainedvariance increased. Generally, the explained variance was lower for
northern pike. One explanation may be regionaldifferences. The explained variance
for northern pike was consistently lower for Quebec reservoirs than for Manitoba
reservoirs.
Like Model III, Model IV was successful at predicting the observed value of
the natural logarithmof the mercury ratlo for the two salmonids inhabiting Cat Arm
Reservoir. When applied to the first sampling period following impoundment, the
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predicted andobserved values were very close for brook trout (Figure 53) and almost
identical for Arctic char (Figure 54). When ModelIV was applied to peak mercury
concentrations, the predicted andobservedvalues of the natural logarithm of the
mercury ratiowere closefor both species.
Model IV also performedwell when appliedto theLong Pondreimpoundment
prediction. Thepredictedand observedvalues of the nalurallogarilhm of the
mercury ratio were close for brook trout (Figure 57) and ouananiche (Figure 58) for
bo th the first sampling period following reimpoundment andpeak mercury
concentrations. Once again, thepredictedlack ofchange in the mercury
concentration of brook trout or ouananlche was confirmed by the observed values.
8.1.5 Comparison of the Four Models
The four models performed well when Quebec reservoirs were addedin
succession to predictthe mercury ratio, or naturallogarithmof the mercury ratio, fer
the next Quebec reservoir. However, when thesemodels wereapplied to reservoirs
not used in their development it was evidentthat Model I (equation 12) and Model II
(equation 13)did not adequately predict themercuryratiofor fish in Cat Armor
Long Pond. For both models,an overprediction resulted froman overly influential
dilutionterm. There wasno reasonfo r thedilution term to playa more significant
role than the enrichmentterm in these models. Recentexperimental work (e.g. Hall
et 01., 1994)suggests that the enrichmentterm shouldbe influentialdue to the
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increased organicmatter from floodedsoils (c.g. Heyes et QI•• 1994). The two
models in which thed ilution te rm was omined (ModelIII andModel IV) w ere able 10
predict accurately the mercury ratio and natural logarithmof !he mCmlry rat io for
salmon idsin bothCat ArmReservoir (fo llowing impoundmenl) and IJJng Pond
Reservoir(following reimpoundment). It is unlikelythat Models I or IIcould
successfully predict changes in the mercuryratio for smaIl changes in reservoir size in
eithe r Manitoba or Quebec.
The failure of Models 1 and 11 to predict the mercury ratio for Newfoundland
salmonidsdid notresult from using parameter estimates derived for a different
species. In a fewisolatedcases, when parameter estimates derived fortake whitelish
for M odel I and II were used, the predicted and observed values o f either th e mercury
ratio or the naturall ogarithm of the me rcury ratio were cl ose. Ho wever, th e
accuracy with which Model III and Model IV predictedthe mercury ratio o r natural
logarithm of the mercury ratio does ind icate that lakewhitefish para meter esti mates
could beused topredict species witha comparable trophic level. The parameter
estimatesderived for northern pike and walleye should also beapplicable to fish
species ofsimilarly hig h trophic levels.
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8 2 Sources [or Improyement
A large numberof variables can influence fish mercury concentrations either
directly (e.g. controllingtherate of bioaccumulation) or indirectly (e.g. controlling
the rates of availability throughmethylation anddemethylation). Under natural
conditions, the uptakeof mercury by fish is highlyvariable (Cope et al.• 1990;
Mlerlc and Ingram, 1991: Wren and MacCrimmon, 1986) leading to both intra- and
inter-lake variability. Fish size cou ld be used potentiallyas a source of improvement
for these models. Somestudies have found a positivecorrelation between fish size
andfish mercury concentration (e.g. Phillips et 01. • 1980;Scott and Armstrong , 1972;
Jemclov and Lann, 1971). The size data presented herein for brook trout and Arctic
charfrom Cat ArmReservoirindicatedthat therelationof fish mercury concentration
to fork length or weight was highly irregular (Figures18 - 21). In somecases there
were positivecorrelationsbetweenfish mercuryconcentrationsand size (either fork
length or weight)andhence includingthis relation may prove useful.
For each of the four models. someimprovement in precision of measurement
is possible. This includesthe preimpoundment surfacearea of lakes to be flooded,
thepostimpoundmcnt surfacearea of thenewly impoundedreservoir. and the mercury
concentration of fish both prior to andafter impoundment. Of thesevariables. the
oneleast preciseis the mercuryconcentration in preimpoundment fish. For most
reservoirs floodedas part of the SouthernIndianLake/Churchill River Diversion
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Project in northern Manitobaand somereservoirsimpounded as part of the La
Grande Complex in northern Quebec. there were no measurements of
preimpoundment mercuryconcentrations. In thesecases it wasncces.sary 10use
mercury concentrationsfrom fish in control lakes in either northern Manitoba or
northern Quebec. Controllakes usedin all analyseswere: a) remere from
anthropogenic Il.e. kral'leffluent) or natural mercury inpulS(l.e. mercury faults); b)
located within the samegeographical region as the reservoirs: and c) not connected,
either directly or indirectly, to an existing reservoir. However, differencesmay e xist
between mercury concentration in fish from control lakes and the "true"
preimpoundmenl mercury concentrations for fish inhabiting lakes, which were later
impounded.
Accounting for thetype of soil flooded during impoundment mayalso improve
the models. This study focusedlargelyon three definable regions: I) Manitoba and
the Southem Indian Lake/ChurchillRiver Diversion Project; 2) Quebecand the La
Grande Complex; and 3) Newfoundland and Cat Arm Reservoir and Long Pond
Reservoir. Of these three regions, Newfoundland differs the most from the other
two. Recently, Heyes t t al, (1994) showed that floodedpeatcontains many sites for
microbial methylation of mercury resulting in increased methylmercury production
and subsequent biomagnification of this substance through the foodchain. Future
models may thus consider including the volume of mercury generated through the
type of soil flooded duringimpoundment. That is. fish froma reservoir where7S!Ii
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of the flooded area was peal would be expec ted to showhigher mercury
concentrationsthan from a reservoir with peat forming only 30%of the floodedarea.
Water color, which is related to the typeof soil, is anotherpotential area for
improvementof the models. Previous studies have associated water mercury
concentrationswith water color (Mietle and Ingram, 1991). Measures of organic
content have been linked to fish mercury concentrations in natural lakes (McM urtry et
a.,1989) andreservoirs (Mannio et al., 1986; Verta et 01. , 1986). Inorganic
mercury is strongly adsorbed onto organic and inorganic particulates (Benel and
Havlik, 19i9; Rudd tt al., 1980b)and Rask andMetsala (1991) found higher
mercury concentrations in northernpike from humicwater than from uncolored
water.
Water residence time for reservoirs may be considered in future models as it
affects the biological productionof methylmercury, its export rate, and the durationof
filling which in tum influencesthe quantity of organic matter availableover time
(Verdon et al. , 1991). If wateris rapidly turned over, theorganic materialand
nutrients are rapidly flushed, depriving the bacterial communities of food required for
mercury methylation, However, water residence time is oflen difficult to measure
because reservoirs behave differently than naturallakes. Reservoirs tend to have
large areas of dead spacewhere water is not mixedor circulated, Reservoirs also
tend to be drawn downin the fall and flooded in the spring, This may serve to
stimulate methylmercury production,
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Often reservoirsare impounded in series andnot as a single, isolated system.
Future models mayaddress the flowdynamics of a reservoircomplexand theorder
of impoundment. The La GrandeComplexin northern Quebec currently consists of
five reservoirs. The firsllo be impounded (La Grande 2) was the last in a chain a nd
the last reservoir impounded (Caniapiscau) was the furthest upstream. Thus, the
initial increase in methylmercury productiondue \0 nutrient and microbial fluxes
followingimpoundment wasre-initiated several timeswithinthis complex. The
outflowof a newreservoir is likely to be rich in organic mauer, thereby providing a
new surgeof microbialsubstrateandnutrients to downstreamlocations. This flux
may result in secondary periodsof methylmercury production for olderreservoirs.
The Southern Indian Lake/Churchill River Diversion Projectwas impounded ina
differentmanner. The firstreservoir to beimpounded (Southem Indian W e) was
the furthest upstream andthelast reservoir was the furthest downstream. In addition,
most of the reservoirs in thisproject were impoundedat nearly the same time while
those in the La Grande Complex were impounded over a periodof several years. In
Manitoba it is less likely that reservoirs downstreamof the initial impoundment would
experience additional fluxes of organic material other than those expected withinthe
first threeyears. Future models mayalso address behaviour differencesbetween
singlereservoirsystems such as cat Arm andmulti-reservoir complexessuchas the
La GrandeComplexor theSouthern IndianLake/ChurchillRiver Diversion Project .
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8 3 Applications
Previous work on modelling fish mercury concentrations following reservoir
impoundment hasfocused on theuseof empirical model s (e.g. Bodalyet al. , 198~a;
John stonet a l. , 1991) . The empirical model of Jones et 01. (1986) indicated that the
extent of floodingwas nota usefulpredictor vari ableby itself. The research reported
here showed that the extent of flooding canbe a very useful predictivevariable,
Models In and IV, based upon theexten t of flooding, were able to accurately predict
the change in fishmercuryconcentrations for different species. Whenapplied10
reservoirs not usedto develop the mode ls, Models III and IV wer e skilful at
predictingthe changein mercuryconcentrationsdue10 both alarge change in area
such as Cat Arm (i.e. theimpoundment of a lake) and a smallchange in area such as
Long Pond (t ,e. altering the size of an existingreservoir) . Thisthesis also showed
that if trophic level is comparable, parameter est imates deri vedfor one spec ies could
successfully be appliedtoanother,
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APPENDIX A: RAWDATAFORMERCURY IN FISH
Regjon' Manitoba
Species: Nonhern Pike
Reservoir: SouthernIndian Lake
y""
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1992
Mean Mercury Concentration(ppm)
0.7700
0.5880
0.6500
0.7180
0.7660
0.7200
0.7200
0.6275
0.7425
0.6933
0.7475
0.3950
Reservoir: Thrcepoint
Year
1980
1981
Reservoir: Footprint
Year
1978
1980
1981
Reservoir: wuskwa tim
Year
1979
1980
1981
221
MeanMercury Concentration (ppm)
1.28
1.33
Mean Mercury Concentration (ppm)
0.60
1.38
1.12
MeanMercury Concentration (ppm)
0.91
1.03
0.80
222
Reservoir: Issen
Year Mean Mercury Concentration (ppm)
1978 0.6080
1982 0.9004
1983 1.0371
1984 1.0867
1985 1.1248
1986 0.8956
1987 0.8091
1988 0.9724
Reservoir: Notigi
Year MeanMercury Concentration (ppm)
1980 1.95
1981 1.70
1982 1.85
Reservoir: Rat
Year Mean Mercury Concentration (ppm)
1978 2.05
223
Control Lakes: Mean Mercury Concentration: 0.3983ppm
Species: Walleye
Reservoir: Southern Indian Lake
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
198'
1985
1986
1987
1988
1992
Mean Mercury Concentration (ppm)
0.8000
0.4880
0.5625
0.5760
0.5975
0.5100
0.5200
0.5867
0.4400
0.5233
0.5475
0.5050
Reservoir: Threepoint
1980
1981
Reservoir: Footprint
Year
1978
1980
1981
Reservoir: Wuskwatim
Year
1979
1980
1981
224
MeanMercury Concentration (ppm)
1.18
1.35
MeanMercury Concentration (ppm)
0.82
0.92
1.10
MeanMercury Concentration (ppm)
0.76
1.00
0.89
225
Reservoir: Isseu
YOM MeanMercury Concentration (ppm)
1978 1.5200
1982 0.7863
1983 1.3728
1984 0,4609
1985 1.0175
1986 1.3667
1987 0.6780
1988 0.9640
Reservoir: Nctigi
Yea' MeanMercury Concentration (ppm)
1978 1.41
1980 2.90
1981 1.88
1982 1.23
Reservoir: Rat
226
Yw
1978
1979
1980
MeanMercury Concentration (ppm)
2.56
2.32
1.15
ControlLakes: MeanMercury Concentration: 0.4024ppm
Sptefts: 1.tlXt Whirtjish
Reservoir: SouthernIndian Lake
Year
1973
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1983
1986
1987
1988
1992
227
MeanMercury Concenlration(ppm)
0.00l0
0.2200
0.2100
0.1800
0.1S80
0.1400
0.0930
0.1400
0.1030
0 .1173
0 .1167
0.1100
0.1330
Reservoir. Threepoint
Y....
1980
1981
Reservoir:Footprint
No Data
Reservoir: Wuskwalim
YeM
1981
228
MeanMereuI')Concentration (ppm)
0.56
0.23
Mean Mercury Concentration(ppm)
0.33
229
geservolrt Jsseu
Yoar Mean MercuryConcentration(ppm)
1975 0.1458
1978 0.3240
1982 0.2076
1983 0.1700
1984 0.2293
1985 0.2488
1986 0.0893
1987 0.1830
1988 0.1106
Reservoir: NOIigi
Year Mean Mercury Concentration (ppm)
1980 0.12
1981 0.23
Reservoir. Rat
230
y""
1978
1980
Mean MercuryConcentration (ppm)
0.4 0
0.32
ControlLakes: Mean Mercury Concentration: 0,0480 ppm
Regjon- Quebec
Species:Nonnem Pike
Reservoir: Caniapiscau
y""
1980
1987
1989
1991
1993
Mean MercuryConcentration (ppm)
0.5990
0.9 127
1.2917
1.6903
2.1159
ResetVOir. La Grande 2
1978
1981
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
Reservoir: La Grande 3
Year
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
231
Mean Mercury Concentration(ppm)
0.S714
1.2375
2.4662
2.3027
2.8280
2.8471
2.4790
Mean Mercury Concentration (ppm)
0.SOS4
1.2870
1.832S
2.41 21
3.2l81
mReservoir:LaGrande4
y..,
1987
1989
1991
1993
Reservoir: Oplnaca
y..,
1978
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
MeanMercuryConcentration(ppm)
0.7434
0.9844
1.0680
1.3505
Mean MercuryConcentration (ppm)
0.3206
1.9590
1 ~655
1.8105
2.-4298
2~900
Control Lakes: Mean Mercury Concentration:0.7968ppm
Species: Walleye
Reservoir: La Grande 2
Year
1978
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
Reservoir: La Grande 3
Year
1984
1986
1990
MeanMercuryConcentration (ppm)
0.6628
2.02 52
2.7083
2.4751
3. 1579
2.98 13
2.7390
MeanMercuryConcentration (ppm)
1.4863
1.1033
2.4127
233
l34
Reservoir. Opinaca
y..,. Mean Mercury Concentration(ppm)
1978 0.4304
198' 2.2&37
1986 1.8128
1988 2.3505
1990 2.5832
1992 2.1273
Control Lakes: MeanMercuryConcentration: 0.7022ppm
Sptriu :Wt WhltqiJh
Reservoir:Caniapiscau
y..,.
1980
1987
1989
1991
1993
Mean Mercury Concentration (ppm)
0.1669
0.4721
0.5082
0.5212
0.3332
Reservoir: La Grande 2
Yea<
1978
' 1 '~2
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
Reservoir: La Grande 3
Yea<
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
235
MeanMercury Concentration (ppm)
0.0988
0.5133
0.5659
0.5061
0.5015
0.5009
0.5067
Mean MercuryConcentration (ppm)
0.3287
0.3608
0.4414
0.3914
0.3942
236
Reservoir: La Grande 4
Year
1987
1989
1991
1993
Reservoir: Opinaca
Year
1978
198'
1986
1988
1990
1992
Mean MercuryConcentration (ppm)
0.4400
0.3998
0.3825
0.2957
Mean Mercury Concentration (ppm)
0.1056
0.4730
0.4403
0.5757
0.4890
0.4763
Control Lakes: Mean Mercury Concentration: 0,1692 ppm
Region' Newfoundland
Species: Arctic Char
Reservoir: Cat Arm
1982
1984
1985
1986
1988
1990
1993
237
Mean Mercury Concentration(ppm)
0.1550
0.2518
0.3209
0.4926
0.7825
0.8515
0.6258
Species: Brook Trout
Reservoir: CatArm
y""
1982
198'
1985
1986
1988
1990
1993
Species: Ouananiche
Reservoir; LongPond
y""
1989
1990
1991
1992
238
Mean Mercury Concentration (ppm)
0.1103
0.1227
0.1869
0.2537
0.3527
0.4271
0.2597
Mean Mercury Concentration (ppm)
0.81
0.73
0.64
0.70
Species: Brook Traut
Reservoir: LongPond
1989
1990
1991
1992
239
Mean Mercury Concentration (ppm)
0.23
0.18
0.18
0.24




